
101 Hymn Stories
Kenneth W. Osbeck

Kregel Publications (1982)

Summary: 
(Foreword by J. Stratton Shufelt) Excellent for devotional reading, sermon illustrations, and bulletin inserts, as well as for
historical or biographical research.
Genre: Music
ISBN: 9780825434167
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018

1996 Billy Graham Evangelistic Association Prayer Calendar
New Testament : New Living Translation
Greg Laurie, Billy Graham Evangelistic Association

Billy Graham Evangelistic Association (January 1, 1995)

Genre: Bible
ISBN: 9780913367483
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018

A Bride Most Begrudging
Deeanne Gist

Bethany House (July 1, 2005)

Summary: 
Do You Believe in Love at First Fight?Any ship arriving from England means good news for Virginia colony farmers. The
"tobacco brides" would be on board--eligible women seeking a better life in America, bartered for with barrels of tobacco
from the fields.Drew O'Connor isn't stirred by news of a ship full of brides. Still broken-hearted from the loss of his beloved,
he only wants a maid to tend his house and care for his young sister. What he ends up with is a wife--a feisty redhead who
claims she is Lady Constance Morrow, daughter of an Earl, brought to America against her will. And she wants to go straight
back to England as soon as she can. She hasn't the foggiest notion how to cook, dares to argue with her poor husband, and
spends more time working on mathematical equations than housework. What kind of a wife is that? Drew's Christian
forbearance is in for some testing.Headstrong and intelligent, deeply moral but incredibly enticing, Constance turns what
was supposed to be a marriage of convenience into something most inconvenient, indeed.
Genre: Fiction
ISBN: 9780764200724
Reading Status: Unread



Category: Fiction
Date Added: May 7, 2018

A Chance to Die
The Life and Legacy of Amy Carmichael
Elisabeth Elliot

Baker Publishing Group (May 1, 2005)

Summary: 
A Chance to Die is a vibrant portrayal of Amy Carmichael, an Irish missionary and writer who spent fifty-three years in south
India without furlough. There she became known as "Amma," or "mother," as she founded the Dohnavur Fellowship, a
refuge for underprivileged children.Amy's life of obedience and courage stands as a model for all who claim the name of
Christ. She was a woman with desires and dreams, faults and fears, who gave her life unconditionally to serve her
Master.Bringing Amma to life through inspiring photos and compelling biographical narrative, Elisabeth Elliot urges readers
to examine the depths of their own commitment to Christ.
Genre: Biography & Autobiography
ISBN: 9780800730895
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018

A Common Life
The Wedding Story
Jan Karon

Penguin (2002)

Summary: 
The sixth novel in the beloved Mitford series, by the bestselling author ofAt Home in Mitford and Somebody Safe with
Somebody Good Laughter and wedding bells ring as Jan Karon takes her millions of fans back in time to the most cherished
event in Mitford!Mitford's Lord's Chapel seats barely two hundred souls, yet millions of Jan Karon's fans will be there for the
most joyful event in years: the wedding of Father Tim Kavanagh and Cynthia Coppersmith. Here at last isA Common Life,
and the long-awaited answers to these deeply probing questions: Will Father Tim fall apart when he takes his vows? Will
Cynthia make it to the church on time? Who'll arrange the flowers and bake the wedding cake? And will Uncle Billy's prayers
for a great joke be answered in time for the reception?All the beloved Mitford characters will be there: Dooley Barlowe, Miss
Sadie and Louella, Emma Newland, the mayor; in short, everybody who's anybody in the little town with the big heart.A
Common Life is the perfect gift for Mother's Day, Father's Day, anniversaries, and for a bride or groom to give to his or her
beloved. In truth, it's perfect for anyone who believes in laughter, relies on hope, and celebrates love.
Genre: Fiction
ISBN: 9780142000342
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Fiction
Date Added: May 7, 2018



A Cry in the Wilderness
Twelve Bold Messages About Uncompromising Faith
Keith Green

Chordant Distribution (May 1, 1993)

ISBN: 9780917143144
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Christian Walk/Lifestyle
Date Added: May 15, 2018

A Light in the Window
Jan Karon

Penguin Books (1995)

Summary: 
The second book in Jan Karon's bestselling Mitford series confirms that a trip to Mitford is good for the soul His attractive
neighbor is tugging at his heartstrings. A wealthy widow is pursuing him with hot casseroles. And his red-haired Cousin Meg
has moved into the rectory, uninvited. As you can see, Mitford's rector and lifelong bachelor, Father Tim, is in need of divine
intervention. In this beautifully crafted second novel in the Mitford series, Jan Karon delivers a love story that's both
heartwarming and hilarious. Only time will tell if the village parson can practice what he preaches. Like At Home in Mitford,
this book is filled with the miracles and mysteries of everyday life. And the affirmation of what some of us already know: Life
in a small town is rarely quiet and it is absolutely never boring.
Genre: Fiction
ISBN: 9780140254549
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Fiction
Date Added: May 7, 2018

A Million Little Ways
Uncover the Art You Were Made to Live
Emily P. Freeman

Baker Publishing Group (October 1, 2013)

Summary: 



The majority of us would not necessarily define ourselves as artists. We're parents, students, businesspeople, friends. We're
working hard, trying to make ends meet, and often longing for a little more--more time, more love, more security, more of a
sense that there is more out there. The truth? We need not look around so much. God is within us and he wants to shine
through us in a million little ways.A Million Little Ways uncovers the creative, personal imprint of God on every individual. It
invites the discouraged parent, the bored Christian, the exhausted executive to look at their lives differently by approaching
their critics, their jobs, and the kids around their table the same way an artist approaches the canvas--with wonder, bravery,
and hope. In her gentle, compelling style, Emily Freeman encourages readers to turn down the volume on their inner critic
and move into the world with the courage to be who they most deeply are. She invites regular people to see the artistic
potential in words, gestures, attitudes, and relationships. Readers will discover the art in a quiet word, a hot dinner, a made
bed, a grace-filled glance, and a million other ways of showing God to the world through the simple human acts of listening,
waiting, creating, and showing up.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9780800722449
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018

A New Song
Jan Karon

Penguin (2000)

Summary: 
The fifth novel in the Mitford series, by the bestselling author of At Home in Mitford and Somebody Safe with Somebody
Good  In A New Song, Mitford's longtime Episcopal priest, Father Tim, retires. However, new challenges and adventures
await when he agrees to serve as interim minister of a small church on Whitecap Island. He and his wife, Cynthia, soon find
that Whitecap has its own unforgettable characters: a church organist with a mysterious past, a lovelorn bachelor placing
personal ads, a mother battling paralyzing depression. They also find that Mitford is never far away when circumstances
"back home" keep their phone ringing off the hook. In this fifth novel of the beloved series, fans old and new will discover
that a trip to Mitford and Whitecap is twice as good for the soul.
Genre: Fiction
ISBN: 9780140270594
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018

A Woman After God's Own Heart
Inspirational Reflections
Elizabeth George

Harvest House Publishers (2010)

Summary: 
Noted Bible teacher Elizabeth George (5 million books sold) offers gems of wisdom she’s discovered during her years of
following God in this beautiful, four-color gift book illustrated with Donny Finley’s engaging paintings.Offering hope from her
heart, Elizabeth opens with this invitation to her readers:“It’s wonderful being a woman after God’s own heart! To know Him.
To love Him. To enrich the lives of others. To follow Him...and to enjoy the blessings He extends to us.”She treats readers to
inspirational stories and easy-to-implement ideas on... growing in joy and fulfillment taming the chaos in life and home
making the best decisions helping those in need loving God wholeheartedlyUpbeat and positive, this book encourages
women from all walks of life and varying stages of belief to live enthusiastically and reach out to the people around them.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9780736925594



Reading Status: Unread
Category: Christian Walk/Lifestyle
Date Added: May 15, 2018

Acts
N. T. Wright, Dale Larsen, Sandy Larsen

InterVarsity Press (July 2, 2010)

Summary: 
The mysterious presence of Jesus haunts the whole story of Acts. Jesus is announced as King and Lord, not as an
increasingly distant memory but as a living and powerful reality, a person who can be known and loved, obeyed and
followed, a person who continues to act within the real world. We call the book "The Acts of the Apostles," but we should
think of it as "The Acts of Jesus (II)." These studies from Tom Wright help us to do so, and to see how Jesus' acts through
the apostles inform our acts today.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9780830821853
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018

Acts
The People's Bible Commentary
Loveday Alexander

Bible Reading Fellowship (2006)

Summary: 
Each PBC volume divides the Bible text into sections that are covered in a series of two page reflections, with concluding
prayer or point for reflection. An introductory section covers issues of authorship, background and so on, including a list of
books for further study. Acts is the story of the birth of the church and the beginnings of its journey around the world. The
author, Luke, traces this journey from an upstairs room in Jerusalem through the travels of a host of individual disciples
across the Mediterranean world, spreading the gospel wherever they go.It is also the story of the journey of faith - one of
Luke's favourite metaphors for discipleship is 'the Way'. As we read, we share the excitement of those first Christians in
finding that God is 'out there', waiting to meet and surprise them in the world.
ISBN: 9781841012162
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018

Agape Leadership
Lessons in Spiritual Leadership from the Life of R.C. Chapman
Robert L. Peterson, Alexander Strauch

Lewis and Roth Publishers (1991)



Summary: 
Today we are desperately in need of examples of true Christian leadership. In the life of Robert Chapman we have such an
example. Chapman was a widely respected Christian leader in England during the last century as a pastor, a teacher, and
an evangelist. But he was best known for his remarkable life of love.
Genre: Biography & Autobiography
ISBN: 9780936083056
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018

An Echo in the Darkness
Francine Rivers

Tyndale House Publishers, Inc. (2002)

Summary: 
This classic series has inspired nearly 2 million readers. Both loyal fans and new readers will want the latest edition of this
beloved series. This edition includes a foreword from the publisher, a preface from Francine Rivers and discussion
questions suitable for personal and group use. #2 An Echo in the Darkness: Turning away from the opulence of Rome,
Marcus is led by a whispering voice from the past into a journey that could set him free from the darkness of his soul.
Genre: Fiction
ISBN: 9780842313070
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018

At Home in Mitford
Jan Karon

Penguin Publishing Group (August 1, 2017)

Summary: 
The first novel in #1 New York Times bestselling author Jan Karon's beloved series set in America's favorite small town:
Mitford. It's easy to feel at home in Mitford. In these high, green hills, the air is pure, the village is charming, and the people
are generally lovable. Yet, Father Tim, the bachelor rector, wants something more. Enter a dog the size of a sofa who moves
in and won't go away. Add an attractive neighbor who begins wearing a path through the hedge. Now, stir in a lovable but
unloved boy, a mystifying jewel theft, and a secret that's sixty years old. Suddenly, Father Tim gets more than he bargained
for. And readers get a rich comedy about ordinary people and their ordinary lives.
Genre: Fiction
ISBN: 9780735217393
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Fiction
Date Added: May 7, 2018



Bamboo and Lace
Lori Wick

Harvest House Publishers (2001)

Summary: 
Bestselling author Lori Wick sails readers to an exotic island1/4and an intriguing romance. Lily Walsh has spent all of her 24
years as a missionary's daughter on the Asian island of Kashien. Isolated from the western world, she devours the letters
she receives from her brother in Hawaii. When her father reluctantly allows Lily to visit Jeff, she is thrilled-until he is called
away. Left with the Kapaia family, Lily awakens to a new understanding of God's love and of who she was created to be.
Returning home, her deepening friendship with Gabe Kapaia and her faith are tested by her father's increasingly stern ways.
Will her obedience cost her the desire of her heart?
Genre: Fiction
ISBN: 9780736903288
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Fiction
Date Added: May 7, 2018

Becoming a Welcoming Church
Thom S. Rainer

B&H Publishing Group (March 1, 2018)

Summary: 
Most church members don't see their churches clearly. In almost all of Thom S. Rainer's consultations, church members
perceive their church to be friendly. But as he surveyed guests, he found that the guests typically saw church members as
unfriendly. The perception chasm existed because the members were indeed friendly . . . to one another. The guests felt like
they crashed a private party. Bestselling author Thom Rainer (I Am a Church Member, Autopsy of a Deceased Church) has
a game plan for churches to become more hospitable. In a format that is suitable for church members to read individually or
study together, Rainer guides readers toward a practical framework for making a difference for those who visit their church.
Churches may use Becoming a Welcoming Church to assess and audit where they are on a spectrum between welcoming
and wanting. Additionally, churches can use the companion book We Want You Here to send guests home with a compelling
vision for what pastors want every guest to know when they visit.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9781462765461
Wish List: Yes
Date Added: May 15, 2018



Bent Hope
A Street Journal
Tim J Huff

Castle Quay Books (March 15, 2008)

Summary: 
The winner of 3 book awards as best book in it's category, Bent Hope was born out of Tim Huff’s first twenty years of unique
and extensive work among homeless and street-involved youth and adults, in one of North America’s largest urban centres
—Toronto, Canada. Bent Hope is a collection of thoughtful narratives birthed beneath crumbling bridges and in the hidden
alcoves of darkened alleyways after midnight. These gripping true-life stories surface quietly from unforgiving corridors of
fear, hurt and uncertainty—and unexpectedly and supernaturally transform them into fascinating places of intimacy and
godly anticipation.
Genre: Social Science
ISBN: 9781894860659
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018

Beyond Opinion
Living the Faith We Defend
Ravi Zacharias

Thomas Nelson (January 1, 2008)

Summary: 
A definitive master work from the world's leading Christian Apologist. Respected apologist Ravi Zacharias was once sharing
his faith with a Hindu when the man asked: "If the Christian faith is truly supernatural, why is it not more evident in the lives
of so many Christians I know?" The question hit hard, and this book is an answer. Its purpose is to equip Christians
everywhere to simultaneously defend the faith and be transformed by it into people of compassion. In addition to writing
several chapters himself, Ravi Zacharias brings together many of today's leading apologists and Christian teachers,
including Alister McGrath and John Lennox, to address topics present in the very future of worldwide Christianity-from the
process of spiritual transformation to the challenges posed by militant atheism and a resurgent Islam. Destined to become a
classic, Beyond Opinion is a touchstone that will affect Christians around the world.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9780849919688
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Christian Walk/Lifestyle
Date Added: May 15, 2018

Blossoms from the Flowery Kingdom
Bessie Bell Cordell

Natinal Holiness Missionary Society (1946)



Genre: Missions
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018

Bruchko
Bruce Olson

Creation House (1980)

Summary: 
What happens when a nineteen-year-old boy leaves home and heads into the jungles to evangelize a murderous tribe of
South American Indians? For Bruce Olson it meant capture, disease, terror, loneliness and torture. But what he discovered
by trial and error has revolutionized the world of missions.Living with the Motilone Indians since 1962, Olson's efforts have
also won him the friendhsip of four presidents of Colombia and appearances before the United Nations.This updated edition
of "Bruchko" includes the story of his 1988 kidnapping by communist guerillas and the ten months of captivity that
followed.Bruce Olson's story will amaze you and remind you that simple faith in Christ can make anything possible.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9780884191339
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018

C.S. Lewis: The Signature Classics Audio Collection
The Problem of Pain, The Screwtape Letters, The Great Divorce, Mere
Christianity
C. S. Lewis

HarperAudio (October 4, 2005)

Genre: Internet Archive Wishlist
ISBN: 9780060825782
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 12, 2018

Captivating
Unveiling the Mystery of a Woman's Soul
John Eldredge, Stasi Eldredge

Thomas Nelson Incorporated (July 1, 2007)

Summary: 



Every little girl has dreams of being swept up into a great adventure, of being the beautiful princess. Sadly, when women
grow up, they are often swept up into a life filled merely with duty and demands. Many Christian women are tired, struggling
under the weight of the pressure to be a "good servant," a nurturing caregiver, or a capable home manager.What Wild at
Heart did for men, Captivating can do for women. This groundbreaking book shows readers the glorious design of women
before the fall, describes how the feminine heart can be restored, and casts a vision for the power, freedom, and beauty of a
woman released to be all she was meant to be. By revealing the core desires every woman shares-to be romanced, to play
an irreplaceable role in a grand adventure, and to unveil beauty-John and Stasi Eldredge invite women to recover their
feminine hearts, created in the image of an intimate and passionate God. Further, they encourage men to discover the
secret of a woman's soul and to delight in the beauty and strength women were created to offer.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9780785289098
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 12, 2018

Captivating
Study Guide: Unveiling the Mystery of a Woman's Soul
John Eldredge, Stasi Eldredge

Thomas Nelson Inc (March 22, 2011)

Summary: 
Every woman was once a little girl. And every little girl holds in her heart her most precious dreams. She longs to be swept
up into a romance, to play an irreplaceable role in a great adventure, to be the beauty of the story. Those desires are far
more than child's play. They are the secret to the feminine heart. And yet'how many women do you know who ever find that
life? As the years pass by, the heart of a woman gets pushed aside, wounded, buried. She finds no romance except in
novels, no adventure except on television, and she doubts very much that she will ever be the Beauty in any tale. Most
women think they have to settle for a life of efficiency and duty, chores, and errands, striving to be the women they "ought"
to be but often feeling they have failed. Sadly, too many messages for Christen women add to the pressure. "Do these ten
things, and you will be a godly woman." The effect has not been good on the feminine soul. But her heart is still there.
Sometimes when she watches a movie, sometimes in the wee hours of the night, her heart begins to speak again. A thirst
rises within her to find the life she was meant to live'the life she dreamed of as a little girl. The message of Captivating is
this: Your heart matters more than anything else in all creation. The desires you had as a little girl and the longings you still
feel as a woman are telling you of the life God created you to live. He offers to come now as the Hero of your story, to
rescue your heart and release you to live as a fully alive and feminine woman. A woman who is truly captivating.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9781400200382
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 12, 2018

Castaway kid
One man's search for hope and home
R. B. (Robert Bivings) Mitchell

Focus on the Family (2012)

ISBN: 9781589976986
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 12, 2018



Charles Spurgeon
The Great Orator
J. C. Carlile

Barbour (1995)

Summary: 
Amidst the millions of committed Christians in each generation, a handful rise to special prominence. Learn more about their
exciting and inspiring lives in Barbour's "Heroes of the Faith" series.His fiery presence in the pulpit led to the building of
London's Metropolitan Tabernacle where over 6,000 people could listen to the great orator.
Genre: Biography & Autobiography
ISBN: 9781557487285
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018

Come thirsty
Max Lucado

W Pub. Group (2004)

Summary: 
Have you been sipping out of a swamp? Drinking the deluge of life? There's stuff in that water that you were never meant to
drink.

Pills?They may numb the pain, but they can't heal a heart. Money? Sure, it can buy what your body needs for survival, but it
can't supply what your soul needs. Religion? It may pacify, but it can never satisfy. The busyness of church may hide a
thirst, but only Christ quenches it.

Don't you long to flush out the fear... anxiety.. .guilt? You can. All are welcome. You don't have to be rich, religious, or
successful; you simply need to follow the instructions on whator better, who to drink. Him.

For the sake of those who need your love, hydrate your soul! Heed your thirst. Drink deeply and often. And out of you will
flow rivers of living water.

"Whoever drinks the water I give will never be thirsty. The water I give will become a spring of water gushing up inside that
person, giving eternal life."

JOHN 4:14
Genre: Accessible book
ISBN: 9780849917615
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Christian Walk/Lifestyle
Date Added: May 15, 2018



Conversations with Catholics
James G. McCarthy

Gospel Folio Press (January 1, 2002)

Summary: 
Capturing the heartbeat of the Roman Catholic way of life, Conversations with Catholics provides an insightful glimpse into
the way Catholics think about God, the Church, getting to heaven, and the practice of their religion.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9781882701742
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 12, 2018

Crazy Busy
A (mercifully) Short Book about a (really) Big Problem
Kevin DeYoung

Crossway (2013)

Summary: 
Winner of the ECPA Book of the Year Award "I'M TOO BUSY!" We've all heard it. We've all said it. All too often, busyness
gets the best of us. Just one look at our jam-packed schedules tells us how hard it can be to strike a well-reasoned balance
between doing nothing and doing it all. That's why award-winning author and pastor Kevin DeYoung addresses the
busyness problem head on in his newest book, Crazy Busy -- and not with the typical arsenal of time management tips, but
rather with the biblical tools we need to get to the source of the issue and pull the problem out by the roots. Highly practical
and super short, Crazy Busy will help you put an end to "busyness as usual."
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9781433533389
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Christian Walk/Lifestyle
Date Added: May 15, 2018

Cure for the common life
Living in your sweet spot
Max Lucado

Thomas Nelson

ISBN: 9780849921209
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Christian Walk/Lifestyle
Date Added: May 15, 2018



Dancer Off Her Feet
Julie Sheldon, Lucy Elphinstone

Hodder and Stoughton (1991)

Summary: 
Julie Sheldon trained for 15 years to fulfil her longing to be a ballerina. Chosen for a coveted place at the Royal Ballet
School, she realised a dream by dancing at the Royal Opera House, Covent Garden with Margot Fonteyn and Rudolf
Nureyev. Then things began to go wrong - a fall during rehearsal, a skiing accident, meningitis and finally the diagnosis of
Dystonia, a rare neurological disease. Julie's Christian faith was tested to her limit. This book tells her story and the story of
her dramatic healing.
ISBN: 9780340544853
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018

Daniel
Godly Living in a Hostile World
William Burnett

Gospel Folio Press (September 1, 2008)

Summary: 
The study of Bible characters is a most profitable exercise as it brings a wealth of practical lessons applicable to everyday
living. How pertinent are the words of the apostle Paul when he wrote, "Now these things happened unto them for examples:
and are written for our admonition upon whom the ends of the age have come." (1 Cor. 10: 11). In the study of biblical
characters, we learn how God dealt with them under various conditions, and how they responded. This in turn helps us to
understand the mind of God towards us in our circumstances, and the way in which we should conduct ourselves. One
outstanding character in Scripture is Daniel. Much attention has been directed to the prophetic section of the book that bears
his name. Yet, the historical records concerning Daniel and his companions provide background that is critical to the
understanding of the prophecies in the book, and they also provide rich counsel to help us as we face trials. Daniel lived a
long, godly life in unbroken faithfulness to God amidst a godless people. The historical record provides a series of snapshots
of Daniel at various stages of his career in Babylon, and highlights lessons that are relevant to us today. May these
meditations be a source of challenge, inspiration and practical guidance, whatever stage of life you may be at, and above all
bring glory to God.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9781897117736
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018



Deeper Experiences of Famous Christians
James Gilchrist Lawson

Barbour Pub Incorporated (July 1, 2000)

Summary: 
This volume of personal recollections tells of the most meaningful spiritual events in the lives of great Christian leaders
throughout history.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9781577487906
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018

Edges of His Ways
Daily Devotional Notes
Amy Carmichael

CLC Publications (January 1, 1955)

Summary: 
Even when struggling with illness, Amy Carmichael frequently sent reflections and revelations from Scripture to missionaries
and orphans within Dohnavur Fellowship to encourage them. Her collection of devotional thoughts will share with you pieces
of who God is so you can better trust the completeness of His purposes for your life.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9781936143610
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 12, 2018

Enriching Mind & Spirit
Barry L. Callen

WARNER Press (January 1, 2000)

Summary: 
Trace the story of the Church of God higher education in this illustrated history of our North American colleges and
seminary.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9780964668294
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018



Every Man's Battle
Winning the War on Sexual Temptation One Victory at a Time
Stephen Arterburn, Fred Stoeker

WaterBrook Press (2000)

Summary: 
the challenge every man faces...the fight every man can win From the television to the Internet, print media to videos, men
are constantly faced with the assault of sensual images. It is impossible to avoid such temptations...but, thankfully, not
impossible to rise above them. Shattering the perception that men are unable to control their thought lives and roving eyes,
Every Man's Battle shares the stories of dozens who have escaped the trap of sexual immorality and presents a practical,
detailed plan for any man who desires sexual purity-perfect for men who have fallen in the past, those who want to remain
strong today, and all who want to overcome temptation in the future. Includes a special section for women, designed to help
them understand and support the men they love.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9781578563685
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 12, 2018

Experiencing God
Knowing and Doing the Will of God
Henry T. Blackaby, Richard Blackaby, Claude V. King

B&H Publishing Group (2008)

Summary: 
The Experiencing God ministry is even more vibrant today than when it began. As it continues to rise, and the world
continues to change, the Experiencing God book has been revised and expanded with more than seventy percent of its
material newly written.A modern classic that has sold millions of copies worldwide, Experiencing God is based on seven
Scriptural realities that teach us how to develop a true relationship with the Creator. By understanding how God is working
through us even as we try to fathom His ways, we can begin to clearly kn
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9780805447538
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Christian Walk/Lifestyle
Date Added: May 15, 2018

Experiencing God
Knowing and Doing the Will of God
Henry T. Blackaby, Richard Blackaby, Claude V. King

B&H Publishing Group (2008)

Summary: 



The Experiencing God ministry is even more vibrant today than when it began. As it continues to rise, and the world
continues to change, the Experiencing God book has been revised and expanded with more than seventy percent of its
material newly written.A modern classic that has sold millions of copies worldwide, Experiencing God is based on seven
Scriptural realities that teach us how to develop a true relationship with the Creator. By understanding how God is working
through us even as we try to fathom His ways, we can begin to clearly kn
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9780805447538
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Christian Walk/Lifestyle
Date Added: May 15, 2018

Face To Face: An Intimate Friendship With God
Jodi Greenstreet

ISBN: 9780993801136
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Christian Walk/Lifestyle
Date Added: May 15, 2018

Father Gilbert Mysteries, Vol. 3
The Play's the Thing / The Grey Lady (Focus on the Family Radio Theatre)
Paul McCusker

Tyndale House Publishers (June 30, 2004)

Genre: Internet Archive Wishlist
ISBN: 9781589972278
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 12, 2018

Finding God in Unexpected Places
Philip Yancey

Random House Publishing Group (1995)

Summary: 
Inspirational reflections taken from the author's writings in Christianity Today offer new evidence of God's extraordinary
presence in the routine moments of everyday life, from reading the newspaper headlines to sticking to a new diet.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9780345395856



Reading Status: Unread
Category: Christian Walk/Lifestyle
Date Added: May 15, 2018

Following our Lord
understanding the beliefs and practices of the Church of God movement
(Anderson)
Barry L. Callen

WARNER Press (2008)

Genre: Church of God (Anderson, Ind.)
ISBN: 9781593173425
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018

Footprints Gift Edition
the story behind the poem that inspired millions
Margaret Fishback Powers

HarperCollins (September 24, 1993)

Summary: 
Newly repackaged! Now available again, this bestselling book tells the inspiring true story of the poem "Footprints", beloved
by millions for its poignant expressions of God's ever-present care -- especially in the toughest moments of our lives."When
You Saw Only One Set of Footprints, it Was Then That I Carried You".For many years the poem "Footprints" was an
anonymous sensation, spreading its message of divine care on plaques, cards, calendars, and posters all over the world.
But in 1989, through an astonishing series of events, Margaret Fishback Powers emerged as the author of the poem.In
Footprints, Powers tells the story of how the famous poem was written, its personal meaning, and the role it has played in
her own life -- both as an artistic expression of God's love and a touchstone in a time of personal tragedy.
Genre: In library
ISBN: 9780006474258
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018

For Men Only
A Straightforward Guide to the Inner Lives of Women
Shaunti Feldhahn, Jeff Feldhahn

Multnomah Publishers (2006)

Summary: 



Finally--You "Can"Understand Her! Women: Complicated and impossible to understand? Do you love and want to please
the woman in your life, but just can't seem to figure her out? That was before "For Men Only." Now at your fingertips is the
tool that will unlock the secret to her mysterious ways. Through hundreds of interviews and the results of a scientific national
survey of women, this book demonstrates that women are actually not random and that they really can be systematized and
"mapped." In fact, much to men's delight, this book shows that women are actually quite easy to understand and please--as
long as you know what it is they need. This simple map will guide you to loving your wife or girlfriend in the way she needs
to be loved. The bestselling author of "For Women Only"teams with her husband to offer men the key to unlocking the
mysterious ways of women. Through Shaunti and Jeff Feldhahn 's national scientific survey and hundreds of interviews, "For
Men Only" reveals what you can do today to improve your relationship. And believe it or not, as Jeff assures men, "It's not
splitting the atom." And for every guy who rarely reads a manual: Quick-Start Guide Included! "When we featured Shaunti's
book "For Women Only" on "FamilyLife Today," ""the phone rang off the hook! When Shaunti and Jeff come back on our
broadcast, I'm buying some more phones. This is fresh and relevant--good stuff for every marriage. Read it!" "-Dennis
Rainey, President, FamilyLife "Story Behind the Book "As I was writing "For Women Only "to help women understand the
inner lives of men, over and over I heard that men wished there was a way to understand their wives, but they felt it was
probably impossible. I heard from them, 'You are writing this little slim volume about men, but if it was about understanding
women, it would have to be the size of an encyclopedia! Women are random and complicated!' These men were surprised
and encouraged when I assured them that women are neither random nor complicated, and we can be understood. Men just
want to love their wives well, and "For Men Only "will help them do that." "--Shaunti Feldhahn"
Genre: Family & Relationships
ISBN: 9781590525722
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 12, 2018

For the Love International Edition
Jen Hatmaker

Thomas Nelson Incorporated (August 4, 2015)

Summary: 
"Best-selling author Jen Hatmaker is convinced life can be lovely and fun and courageous and kind. She reveals with humor
and style how Jesus' embarrassing grace is the key to dealing with life's biggest challenge: people. The majority of our joys,
struggles, thrills, and heartbreaks relate to people, beginning with ourselves and then the people we came from, married,
birthed, live by, go to church with, don't like, don't understand, fear, compare ourselves to, and judge. Jen knows how the
squeeze of this life can make us competitive and judgmental, how we can lose love for others and then for ourselves. She
reveals how to: Break free of guilt and shame by dismantling the unattainable Pinterest life. * Learn to engage our culture's
controversial issues with a grace-first approach. * Be liberated to love and release the burden of always being right. *
Identify the tools you already have to develop real-life, all-in, know-my-junk-but-love-me-anyway friendships. * Escape our
impossible standards for parenting and marriage by accepting the standard of 'mostly good.' * Laugh your butt off. * In this
raucous ride to freedom for modern women, Jen Hatmaker bares the refreshing wisdom, wry humor, no-nonsense faith,
liberating insight, and fearless honesty that have made her beloved by women worldwide."--Amazon.
ISBN: 9780718037840
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Christian Walk/Lifestyle
Date Added: May 15, 2018



For Women Only
What You Need To Know About The Inner Lives Of Men
Shaunti Feldhahn

Multnomah Publishers (2004)

Summary: 
What's going on in a man's mind? From their early days, every woman has struggled to understand why males behave the
way they do. Even long-married women who think they understand men have only scratched the surface. Beneath a man's
rugged exterior is an even more rugged, unmapped terrain. What bestselling author Shaunti Feldhahn's research reveals
about the inner lives of men will open women's eyes to what the men in their life--boyfriends, brothers, husbands, and sons--
are "really "thinking and feeling. Men want to be understood, but they're afraid to "freak out" the women they love by
confessing what is happening inside their heads. This book will guide women in how to provide the loving support that
modern men want and need. The Truth About His Inner Life He Desperately Wants You to Know What's going on in there?
Ever been totally confused by something your man has said or done? Want to understand his secret desires and fears, his
daily battles that you know nothing about? In a woman-to-woman conversation you'll never forget, Shaunti Feldhahn takes
you beneath the surface into the inner lives of men. This book is about the things we just don't 'get' about guys. With findings
from a groundbreaking national survey and personal interviews of over one thousand men, "For Women Only" is full of eye-
opening revelations you need to not only understand the man in your life, but to support and love him in the way he needs to
be loved. Grounded in biblical hope, you will discover how to love your man for who he "really" is--not who you "think" he is.
Story Behind the Book I had no idea how clueless I was about men until I interviewed a bunch of them for my last novel.
Initially, I just wanted a little insight so I could write my main (male) character. But pretty soon I found myself astonished,
over and over again blurting out, "That's what you're "thinking?" "So I did more interviews. After the novel hit shelves,
dozens of women told me they also had been astonished by what I included. Clearly I wasn't the only one who needed more
insight on this! To lay the groundwork for this nonfiction book, I wrote out the half-dozen things from these interviews that
had most surprised me--things that appeared to be universal to most men--that women desperately "needed "to know. I
conducted a professional national survey of men to test my findings. Yep--the survey substantiated every single one. These
findings are fascinating--and they have already changed my life and marriage. I can't wait to share them!
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9781590523179
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 12, 2018

Found: God's Peace
experience true freedom from anxiety in every circumstance
John MacArthur

David C. Cook (2015)

Summary: 
In Found: God's Peace, trusted pastor and teacher John MacArthur tackles this vital question head-on. Throughout the
book, MacArthur shares principles to help you overcome uncertainty, defeat worry, and experience true freedom from
anxiety. As Pastor John MacArthur writes, the key to worry-free living is to replace worry with prayer, right thinking, and
action. Here he draws on rich biblical truths to show us how.
Genre: Self-Help
ISBN: 9780781412766
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Christian Walk/Lifestyle
Date Added: May 15, 2018



Freed for Life
Rita Nightingale

Tyndale House Publishers (June 1, 1982)

Genre: Prisoners
ISBN: 0842309276
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018

Fresh Wind, Fresh Fire
What Happens When God's Spirit Invades the Heart of His People
Jim Cymbala, Dean Merrill

Zondervan (1997)

Summary: 
Pastor Jim Cymbala shares the lessons he learned when the Spirit ignited his heart and began to move through his people.
This unforgettable story will set a fire burning in your heart to experience God's mercy, power, and love as though for the first
time.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9780310211884
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 12, 2018

Furious Longing of God
Brennan Manning

David C Cook Publishing Company (2009)

ISBN: 9781434767288
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018



Gladys Aylward
Missionary to China
Sam Wellman

Barbour Pub. (1998)

Summary: 
Amidst the millions of committed Christians in each generation, a handful rise to special prominence. Learn more about their
exciting and inspiring lives in Barbour's "Heroes of the Faith" series.As a missionary in China, Gladys Aylward's life was
characterized by a humble dependence upon God in a steady stream of extreme circumstances.
Genre: Biography & Autobiography
ISBN: 9781577482222
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018

God Is Closer Than You Think
This Can Be the Greatest Moment of Your Life Because This Moment is the
Place Where You Can Meet God
John Ortberg

Zondervan (April 1, 2005)

Summary: 
It’s easy to recognize God in a church service or while attending a wedding or a funeral. But it’s easy to forget about Him in
the busyness of our daily lives. This gift book encourages the reader to notice God in the everyday happenings around us.
Whether it’s a smile from a co-worker, the love of a spouse, the sound of the ocean, or a look at the stars, it all speaks God’s
name if we just take the time to see and listen. Content is excerpted from God Is Closer Than You Think by John Ortberg.
Genre: OverDrive
ISBN: 9780310263791
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 12, 2018

God Said Yes
Heather Hornback-Bland, Ninie Hammon

Penguin Group USA (September 1, 2008)

Summary: 
When she was just a child, HeatherÂ's life was altered by an accident that all but destroyed her internal organs. The doctors
gave her no chanceÂ— but with GodÂ's grace, she proved them wrong. When they said she would never walk, she defied
them again. And though they insisted she could never have children, she did. When others said noÂ…God said yes. More
than a story of suffering and survival, HeatherÂ's life is a testament to the power of faith. From the first decisive moments
after the accident, Heather and her mother were able to give their fear and panic to God, and trust Him to act as a source of
strength in their lives. With her husband DeWayne and her daughter MackenzieÂ—the two greatest miracles in her lifeÂ—
Heather has found great joy, and many reasons to give praise. This is her amazing and inspiring true story.



Genre: Biography & Autobiography
ISBN: 9780425225059
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018

God's Bankers
A History of Money and Power at the Vatican
Gerald Posner

Simon and Schuster (February 3, 2015)

Summary: 
A deeply reported, fast-paced exposé of the money and the cardinals-turned-financiers at the heart of the Vatican—the
world’s biggest, most powerful religious institution—from an acclaimed journalist with “exhaustive research techniques” (The
New York Times).From a master chronicler of legal and financial misconduct, a magnificent investigation nine years in the
making, this book traces the political intrigue and inner workings of the Catholic Church. Decidedly not about faith, belief in
God, or religious doctrine, this book is about the church’s accumulation of wealth and its byzantine entanglements with
financial markets across the world. Told through 200 years of prelates, bishops, cardinals, and the Popes who oversee it all,
Gerald Posner uncovers an eyebrow-raising account of money and power in perhaps the most influential organization in the
history of the world. God’s Bankers has it all: a rare exposé and an astounding saga marked by poisoned business titans,
murdered prosecutors, mysterious deaths of private investigators, and questionable suicides; a carnival of characters from
Popes and cardinals, financiers and mobsters, kings and prime ministers; and a set of moral and political circumstances that
clarify not only the church’s aims and ambitions, but reflect the larger dilemmas of the world’s more recent history. And
Posner even looks to the future to surmise if Pope Francis can succeed where all his predecessors failed: to overcome the
resistance to change in the Vatican’s Machiavellian inner court and to rein in the excesses of its seemingly uncontrollable
financial quagmire. Part thriller, part financial tell-all, this book shows with extraordinary precision how the Vatican has
evolved from a foundation of faith to a corporation of extreme wealth and power.
Genre: Business & Economics
ISBN: 9781416576570
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018

Grace for the Moment
More Inspirational Thoughts for Each Day of the Year
Max Lucado

Thomas Nelson Inc (February 7, 2006)

Summary: 
Though maintaining a consistent devotional life is not always easy, Max Lucado's best-selling Grace for the Moment,
Volume 1 proved to 2,500,000 readers that they could have a daily quiet time! Now comes Grace for the Moment, Volume 2.
This yearlong book features captivating daily devotionals that offer enough inspiration, power, and hope to carry you through
the busiest of days. America's leading inspirational author again fills each day's reading with touching word pictures that
offer guidelines for grace-filled living. Plus,striking full-color photos add to the beauty of this latest collection.Grace for the
Moment, Volume 2 is yet another great way to encourage anyone to celebrate daily time with God. All it takes is a moment.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9781404100978
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 12, 2018



Great Lives: Job Workbook
Charles R. Swindoll

Thomas Nelson Incorporated (March 31, 2004)

Summary: 
Sooner or later, we all go through our times of suffering and heartache, and the ancient story of Job offers timeless truth for
us if we'll only listen. Now, in this study guide to accompany Charles Swindoll's illuminating study of Job's life in the million-
selling Great Lives series, readers will gain a new understanding of the lessons to be learned from Job's story, and they will
learn to develop their own heroic endurance.The Great Lives: Job Interactive Study Guide includes the following
features:Digging Deeper: deeper insight into aspects of Christian belief and practice covered in the book Great Lives:
JobTaking Truth to Heart: Personal reflection and applicationIn Other Words: Practical, applicable quotes from various
authors, along with interactive questions to help readers absorb and apply the truth from each quoteTreasures from the Text:
Teaching, application and reflection to help readers glean important principles from God's WordNuggets of Wisdom:
Powerful application points to help connect to Chuck Swindoll's teaching
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9780849945014
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018

Heaven
Home, Himself, Holiness, Happiness, Hallelujah!
William MacDonald

Everyday Publications, Incorporated (1999)

ISBN: 9780888737144
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018

Holiness in Hidden Places
Joni Eareckson Tada

Thomas Nelson Incorporated (1999)

Summary: 
In places you least expected and in faces you've never seen, there are glimpses of holiness, traces of obedience learned
through suffering. For in suffering we learn, as Christ did, what it means to obey. In Holiness in Hidden Places, Joni
Eareckson Tada provides a lesson plan for the pursuit of holiness and how to recognize it when we find it, a lesson in
learning from one intimately acquainted with suffering. In Tada's words, "It is a book about being set apart unto God . . . in a
rugged, robust and demanding life whose pleasures and rewards are matchless and utterly superior."
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9780849953675



Reading Status: Unread
Category: Christian Walk/Lifestyle
Date Added: May 15, 2018

Hungry for life
A vision of the church that would transform the world
Dave Blundell

WestBow Press (2010)

ISBN: 9781449700232
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Christian Walk/Lifestyle
Date Added: May 15, 2018

I Am My Beloved's
John Bramhall

Gospel Folio Press (September 1, 2001)

Summary: 
If we knew God more, we would love Him more. Every discovery we make in this vast unexplored frontier of the knowledge
of the Lord is just another reason to devote ourselves to Him. This book takes you on a thrilling journey of the wonders of
things divine.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9781882701087
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018

Imagine Heaven
Near-Death Experiences, God's Promises, and the Exhilarating Future That
Awaits You
John Burke

Baker Publishing Group (October 20, 2015)

Summary: 



It's obvious from the bookshelves and the big screen that heaven is on everyone's mind. All of us long to know what life after
death will be like. Bestselling author John Burke is no exception. For decades, he has been studying accounts of people
who have had near-death experiences (NDEs). While not every detail of individual NDEs correlate with Scripture, Burke
shows how the common experiences shared by thousands of survivors clearly point to the God of the Bible and the
exhilarating picture of heaven he promises.Imagine Heaven is an inspirational journey through the Bible's picture of heaven,
colored in with the real-life stories of heaven's wonders. Burke compares gripping stories of NDEs to what Scripture says
about our biggest questions of heaven: Will I be myself? Will I see friends and loved ones? What will it look like? What is
God like? What will we do forever? What about children and pets? This book will propel readers into an experience that will
forever change their view of the life to come and the way they live life today. It also tackles the tough questions of heavenly
reward and hellish NDEs. Anyone interested in NDEs or longing to imagine heaven more clearly will enjoy this fascinating
and hope-filled book.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9780801015267
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018

In Search of Paul
How Jesus' Apostle Opposed Rome's Empire with God's Kingdom
John Dominic Crossan, Jonathan L. Reed

HarperCollins (October 26, 2004)

Summary: 
"With dusty, tired, much-traveled Paul came Rome's most dangerous opponent,not legions but ideas, not an alternative
force but an alternative faith. Paul too proclaimed one who was Lord, Savior, Redeemer, and Liberator. He announced one
who was Divine, Son of God, God, and God from God. But Paul's new divinity was Christ, not Caesar. His was a radically
divergent but equally global theology." -- from the PrologueMany theories exist about who Paul was, what he believed, and
what role he played in the origins of Christianity. Using archaeological and textual evidence, and taking advantage of recent
major discoveries in Italy, Greece, Turkey, and Syria, John Dominic Crossan and Jonathan L. Reed show that Paul was a
fallible but dedicated successor to Jesus, carrying on Jesus's mission of inaugurating the Kingdom of God on earth in
opposition to the reign of Rome. Against the concrete backdrop of first-century Greco-Roman and Jewish life, In Search of
Paul reveals the work of Paul as never before, showing how and why the liberating messages and practices of equality,
caring for the poor, and a just society under God's rules, not Rome's, were so appealing.Crossan and Reed's concise,
engaging prose conjures up the complex and rich world of Paul's time, from the imperial intrigues of Rome to the theological
infighting among Christian communities in Greece and Turkey to the beautiful landscapes and the cultural conflicts of the
Middle East. The illustrations and short, rich, "you are there" descriptions help the reader to follow in the footsteps of Paul
and, indeed, in the footsteps of Christianity.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9780060514570
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018

In the Grip of Grace -
Your Father Always Caught You. He Still Does.
Max Lucado

Thomas Nelson (January 9, 2011)

Summary: 



Get caught!Life is full of fumbles and stumbles. Fraught with opportunities to make mistakes, occasions to feel guilty, and
the drive to “do it yourself.” The pressure to be self-sufficient is high, but it isn’t the life God offers.The way of the world will
direct you to try harder and work smarter so that you can take care of yourself and even make yourself successful. But the
way of the cross will point toward the place where you stop striving . . . stop pushing . . . stop every self-initiated effort—so
that you can fall into the boundless, liberating, refreshing grace of God!Just imagine being love-driven instead of self-
propelled. Imagine abandoning your life to Jesus instead of trying to save yourself. Can you imagine exchanging your fears
for that peace that passes understanding? Being relaxed and free instead of stressed-out and anxious? If you can imagine
enjoying God instead of trying to repay him, then you can imagine grace.So go ahead! Jump off the cliff of self-sufficiency.
Leap out of legalism. Walk off the pier of guilt and condemnation. That’s the only way you’ll land in the strong arms of the
Father who loves you . . . the Father who catches you—every time—in the grip of his grace.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9781418515904
Reading Status: Unread
Loaned To: April Schroeder
Date Loaned: October 26, 2017
Category: Christian Walk/Lifestyle
Date Added: May 7, 2018

In the heart of a pearl there is always some grit!
How the Lord used Pearl Winterburn in Congo-Zaire
Alma Turnbull

MSC Canada (1997)

ISBN: 088873560x
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018

In the School of Christ
Lessons on Holiness in John 13-17
David Gooding

Myrtlefield House (April 17, 2015)

Summary: 
Just before his execution, Jesus Christ invited his disciples to join him at a borrowed house in Jerusalem to celebrate the
Passover. As he faced betrayal, arrest and crucifixion, he taught them about the very heart of the Christian faith, namely,
holiness. When the time came to leave the house, he continued his teaching. As they made their way through darkened
streets that were filled with hostility to him, he spoke of how he would empower them to be his witnesses in a world that
would often hate them too. Jesus was the teacher; the disciples were his pupils. It was the school of Christ. David Gooding’s
exposition reveals the significance of the lessons Jesus taught inside the upper room (chs. 13–14), their connection to the
lessons taught outside in the streets (chs. 15–16) and how both parts of this course on holiness relate to the Teacher’s
prayer to his Father (ch. 17). With a scholar’s care for the text of Scripture, he expounds both the devotional richness and
the practical nature of the lessons. He shows that to understand Christ’s teaching on holiness is to know his power to
change lives.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9781874584445
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Christian Walk/Lifestyle
Date Added: May 15, 2018



In this Mountain
Jan Karon

Viking (2002)

Summary: 
Father Tim and Cynthia have been at home in Mitford for three years since returning from Whitecap Island. In the little town
that's home-away-from-home to millions of readers, life hums along as usual. Dooley looks toward his career as a vet; Joe
Ivey and Fancy Skinner fight a haircut price war that takes no prisoners; and Percy steps out on a limb with a risky new
menu item at the Main Street Grill. Though Father Tim dislikes change, he dislikes retirement even more. As he and Cynthia
gear up for a year-long ministry across the state line, a series of events sends shock waves through his faith-and the whole
town of Mitford. In her seventh novel in the bestselling Mitford Years series, Jan Karon delivers surprises of every kind,
including the return of the man in the attic and an ending that no one in Mitford will ever forget Abridged * four cassettes, 6
hours.
Genre: Fiction
ISBN: 9780670031047
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Fiction
Date Added: May 7, 2018

Informed Intercession
Transforming Your Community Through Spiritual Mapping and Strategic
Prayer
George Otis

Gospel Light Publications (1999)

Summary: 
Prayer and fasting are changing the lives of Christians everywhere! Have these books prominently displayed and ready for
your customers when they come searching for insight and inspiration about these hot new movements in the Church!
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9780830719372
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 12, 2018

Interrupted
An Adventure in Relearning the Essentials of Faith
Jen Hatmaker

NavPress Publishing Group (2009)

Summary: 



What happens when Jesus interrupts the average life? Interrupted encourages believers to ask if their lives bring integrity to
the gospel. Follow the faith journey of author and fellow disciple-maker Jen Hatmaker and rediscover Jesus among the least
of us.
Genre: Religion

ISBN: 9781600062179
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Christian Walk/Lifestyle
Date Added: May 15, 2018

It's my turn
Ruth Bell Graham

F.H. Revell Co. (1982)

Summary: 
You will find this book to be a warm, loving look at the faithfulness of God to all families-including those in the limelight-and a
fascinating glimpse at the behind-the-scenes life of Billy and Ruth.
Genre: Graham, Ruth Bell
ISBN: 9780800712747
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018

Jesus calling
enjoying peace in His presence : devotions for every day of the year
Sarah Young

Integrity Publishers (2004)

Summary: 
Uniquely inspired treasures from heaven for every day of the year by missionary Sarah Young. Jesus Calling is a devotional
filled with uniquely inspired treasures from heaven for every day of the year. After many years of writing in her prayer
journal, missionary Sarah Young decided to listen to God with pen in hand, writing down whatever she believed He was
saying to her. It was awkward at first, but gradually her journaling changed from monologue to dialogue. She knew her
writings were not inspired as Scripture is, but journaling helped her grow closer to God. Others were blessed as she shared
her writings, until people all over the world were using her messages. They are written from Jesus' point of view, thus the
title Jesus Calling. It is Sarah's fervent prayer that our Savior may bless readers with His presence and His peace in ever
deeper measure.
Genre: Devotional calendars
ISBN: 9781591451884
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 12, 2018



Jesus, Hero of Thy Soul
Impressions Left by the Savior's Touch
Jim McGuiggan

Simon and Schuster (February 1, 1997)

Summary: 
After the great success of The God of the Towel, McGuiggan offers up this brilliantly crafted inspirational book, Jesus, Hero
of Thy Soul. In this second offering, McGuiggan proves himself worthy to be ranked among the very finest Christian authors
of our time.Using inspirational stories and unique biblical insights, McGuiggan lifts up the Savior as the hero who models
love, compassion, and purpose. This popular Irish author reminds us that we have been touched by the Rescuer and that
his nail-scarred hands have left permanent impressions on our lives. His short devotional segments do more than challenge
Christians to be like Jesus; this book lifts readers' spirits and inspires them to new heights of personal growth. This book is a
perfect tool to deepen faith, encourage a more devoted life, inspire the struggler, and refresh the weary.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9781878990877
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018

Johnny Cash
Reads The Complete New Testament
Johnny Cash

Thomas Nelson (January 30, 2004)

Genre: Internet Archive Wishlist
ISBN: 9780718006778
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 12, 2018

Join Us for Coffee
Norma Alloway

Windward Press (1978)

Genre: Biography
ISBN: 9780969089209
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018



Keep a Quiet Heart
Elisabeth Elliot

Authentic Media (1995)

Summary: 
When life gets too busy, too impersonal, and too much to handle, it's time to turn to God for some peace and quiet. Keep a
Quiet Heart is a unique collection of some of Elisabeth's best work from her newsletter. More than 100 short passages offer
a bit of relief from everyday life as they point the reader toward the everlasting love and peace of God.
Genre: Large type books
ISBN: 9781850782445
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Christian Walk/Lifestyle
Date Added: May 15, 2018

Key Bible Concepts
David Willoughby Gooding, John Lennox

Myrtlefield Trust (September 1, 2001)

Summary: 
Sin, faith, holiness, justification, reconciliation-what do these words mean, anyway? As in any other field, it is in getting to
grips with the technical terms in the Bible the leads not only to a deeper understanding of them, but to an increased ability to
communicate their meaning to others.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9781882701414
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018

Knowing the Face of God, Revised Edition
Deepening Your Personal Relationship with God
Tim Stafford

Wipf and Stock Publishers (September 23, 2005)

Summary: 
There is no deeper, more intense human longing than to know God is real and to "see Him face to face." In some circles,
"having a personal relationship with God" is synonymous with being a Christian. We are told, in fact, that we 'must' have
such a relationship if we are truly God's children. But if we are honest, says Tim Stafford, we must admit that often there is a
considerable gap between our talk and our experience. We want to know God. The problem is that we don't know how to
know Him. "How do we know God personally?" After examining the traditional answers and finding their shortcomings for
himself, Stafford began his own search for the means to knowing, personally, a personal God. 'Knowing the Face of God' is
the moving record of his quest.



Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9781597523936
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Christian Walk/Lifestyle
Date Added: May 15, 2018

Left to Tell
Immaculee Ilibagiza

Hay House, Inc (April 7, 2014)

Summary: 
The remarkable New York Times bestseller has been updated with a new Afterword by Immaculée, in which she looks back
at the 20 years that have passed since the Rwandan holocaust. You won’t want to miss her views on how life has changed
for her and her country since this terrible event took place.
Genre: Biography & Autobiography
ISBN: 9781401944902
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018

Let Me Be a Woman
Elisabeth Elliot

Tyndale House Publishers (1999)

Summary: 
We are called to be women. The fact that I am a woman does not make me a different kind of Christian, but the fact that I
am a Christian does make me a different kind of woman. For I have accepted God's idea of me, and my whole life is an
offering back to him of all that I am and all that he wants me to be. In these days of conflicting demands and cultural
pressures, what kind of woman do you wish to be? How should you respond? What should you think? Elisabeth Elliot is one
of Christendom's most able and articulate writers. In this profound and moving book she presents her unique perspective.
Now married a third time after losing two husbands through death, she offers golden insights which apply to the single, the
married, and the widowed. These notes on womanhood, written to her daughter Valerie a few weeks before Val's marriage,
are a gift of lasting worth for all Christian women. - Back cover.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9780842321624
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Christian Walk/Lifestyle
Date Added: May 15, 2018



Light from Heaven
Jan Karon

Viking (2005)

Summary: 
All good things—even laughter and orange marmalade cake—must come to an end. And in Light from Heaven, the long-
anticipated final volume in the phenomenally successful Mitford Years series, Karon deftly ties up all the loose ends of
Father Timothy Kavanagh's deeply affecting life. On a century-old valley farm where Father Tim and Cynthia are
housesitting, there's plenty to say grace over, from the havoc of a windstorm to a surprising new addition to the household
and a mystery in the chicken house. It's life on the mountaintop, however, that promises to give Father Tim the definitive
challenge of his long priesthood. Can he step up to the plate and revive a remote, long-empty mountain church, asap? Or
has he been called to accomplish the impossible? Fortunately, he's been given an angel—in the flesh, of course. Light from
Heaven is filled with characters old and new and with answers to all the questions that Karon fans have asked since the
series began nearly a decade ago. To put it simply—it's her best. And we believe millions will agree.
Genre: Fiction
ISBN: 9780670034536
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018

Lost at Sea Found in Heaven (Arthur Taylor Story)
Bob Cretney

Gospel Folio Press (2006)

Summary: 
Lost at Sea... Found in Heaven is the true story of Arthur Taylor, chaplain of the Welland Canal in St Catharines, ON. This is
a story that will warm your heart and, at times, make you laugh. However, the real value of this book is that it points us to the
one true Life Preserver, the Lord Jesus Christ.
ISBN: 9781897117231
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018

Lucado 3 in 1
In the Grip of Grace/When God Whispers Your Name/Applause of Heaven
Max Lucado

Thomas Nelson (March 1, 2000)

Summary: 
This book by Max Lucado contain three books in one book. They are The Applause of Heaven, When God Whispers your
name, & In the Grip of Grace.
Genre: In library



ISBN: 9780849916649
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 12, 2018

Mocha with Max
Max Lucado

J. Countryman (2005)

Summary: 
Brimming with personal stories and insights for life, reading "Mocha with Max" is like sitting down for a delicious cup of
coffee with a special friend. This warm collection of inspirational thoughts from the writings of Max Lucado advise us to open
our hearts to the joy and laughter in life. Designed with unique full-color imagery, "Mocha with Max" assures us that even on
the days that bring pain and tears, anxiety and stress, God's love can fill our world with hope.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9781404100954
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Christian Walk/Lifestyle
Date Added: May 15, 2018

Mountain Breezes
The Collected Poems of Amy Carmichael
Amy Carmichael

Christian Literature Crusade (1999)

Summary: 
An anthology of most of the poetry of Amy Carmichael - 565 poems gathered from her published books. The untitled poems
were given titles and all were arranged by the editors under seven major headings: Worship, Petition, Surrender, Ministry,
Wartime, Encouragement and Youthful Thoughts.
Genre: Poetry
ISBN: 9780875087894
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018

Moving in the Right Circles
Embrace the Discipleship Adventure
Chick Yuill

Inter-Varsity Press (2011)

ISBN: 9781844745036
Reading Status: Unread



Category: Christian Walk/Lifestyle
Date Added: May 15, 2018

My Beloved Is Mine
John W. Bramhall

Gospel Folio Press (October 1, 1994)

Summary: 
Take a heart captivated by the Lord Jesus. Add 80 years of living in heaven's sunshine, with six decades of careful Bible
study. Sprinkle with daily experiences of the Lord's goodness. Add a pinch of hunor, a liberal helping of insightful Scripture
references, a spoonful or two of good advice, and you have the recipe for delightful meditations and practical insights in this
book on how to keep yourselves in the love of God.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9781882701100
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018

My Heart, My Life, My All
William MacDonald

Gospel Folio Press (September 1, 2001)

Summary: 
Every moment, every dollar, every talent given to us, if squandered on ourselves, will end up in the fire (1 Cor. 3:13). But the
same resources offered to the Lord in the name of Christ, will be accepted by God as a fragrant reminder of His Son's
sacrifice. How do we come to the point of such commitment? This book gives the happy secret of the life on fire for God.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9781882701445
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Christian Walk/Lifestyle
Date Added: May 15, 2018

My Truth, Your Truth, Whose Truth?
Randy Petersen

Tyndale House Publishers (2000)

Summary: 



My Truth, Your Truth, Whose Truth? tackles the tough subject of making right moral choices. In the context of a simulated
internet chat room, author Randy Petersen leads teens in a dialogue about real-life situations and issues, and helps them
come to conclusions about what is right and what is wrong. Readers will be challenged to critically analyze their beliefs
about truth—and come to conclusions that absolute truth is found only in Christ.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9781561798681
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Christian Walk/Lifestyle
Date Added: May 15, 2018

My Utmost for His Highest
Oswald Chambers

Barbour and Company (1963)

Summary: 
For nearly eighty years, countless millions of Christians the world over have trusted the spiritual companionship of Oswald
Chambers's classic daily devotional, My Utmost for His Highest. These brief scripture-based readings--by turns comforting
and challenging--will draw you into God's presence and form you as a disciple of the Risen Lord. You'll treasure their insight,
still fresh and vital. And you'll discover what it means to offer God your very best for His greatest purpose--to truly offer Him
your utmost for His highest. This edition includes Chambers's complete original text, along with helpful subject and scripture
indexes.
Genre: Devotional calendars
ISBN: 9780916441821
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 12, 2018

Names of Christ
R. E. (Robert Edward) Harlow

Everyday Publications

ISBN: 9780888734303
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018

Night Light
A Devotional for Couples
James C. Dobson, Shirley Dobson

Doubleday Religious Publishing Group (2000)



Summary: 
The challenge of sustaining an intimate, faith-based marriage in today's "hurry-up" society has never been greater. Now
Night Light, the inspired, first-ever couples' devotional from Focus on the Family ministry founder Dr. James Dobson and his
wife, Shirley, brings spouses together each evening, helping them stay connected with each other and their Lord. Stories
that strike an emotional chord, Scripture readings, provocative questions, prayers, and personal commentary from the
Dobsons encourage men and women in their homes and spiritual lives. More than just another devotional, Night Light is a
practical, uplifting guide for every couple who longs to experience the joyous, intimate, "three-person" marriage covenant
God intended. Whether you're just married or are celebrating your golden anniversary, you need regular, quiet moments with
your mate - times to renew love and intimacy between each other and with the Lord. "Night Light, "by Dr. James Dobson and
his wife, Shirley, will help you do just that. This daily devotional offers the personal, practical, and biblical insights that have
sustained the Dobsons' marriage for forty years and encouraged couples and families around the world. Let "Night Light"
enrich your marriage, too -tonight and every night.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9781576736746
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 12, 2018

No Graven Image
Elisabeth Elliot

Revell (August 1, 2004)

Summary: 
Full of excitement, human emotion, and exotic South American culture and color, No Graven Image--first published in 1966--
is sure to captivate new readers everywhere with its story of a 25-year-old missionary who travels to the Andes Mountains of
Ecuador.
Genre: Women missionaries
ISBN: 9780800759926
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 12, 2018

One Thousand Gifts
A Dare to Live Fully Right where You are
Ann Voskamp

Zondervan (2010)

Summary: 



Drawing heartbreaking beauty out of the simplest of details, New York Times bestselling author Ann Voskamp invites you
into her grace-bathed life of farming, parenting, and writing--and deeper still into your own life. Here you will discover a way
of seeing that opens your eyes to ordinary amazing grace, a way of living that is fully alive, and a way of becoming present
to God that brings you deep and lasting joy. Just like you, Ann Voskamp hungers to live her one life well. Forget the bucket
lists that have us escaping our everyday lives for exotic experiences. "How," Ann wondered, "do we find joy in the midst of
deadlines, debt, drama, and daily duties? What does the Christ-life really look like when your days are gritty, long--and
sometimes even dark? How is God even here?" In One Thousand Gifts, Ann invites you to embrace everyday blessings and
embark on the transformative spiritual discipline of chronicling God's gifts. It's only in this expressing of gratitude for the life
we already have, we discover the life we've always wanted ... a life we can take, give thanks for, and break for others. We
come to feel and know the impossible right down in our bones: we are wildly loved -- by God. Let Ann's beautiful, heart-
aching stories of the everyday give you a way of seeing that opens your eyes to ordinary amazing grace, a way of being
present to God that makes you deeply happy, and a way of living that is finally fully alive. Come live the best dare of all! For
extended study into the One Thousand Gifts message, Ann has also created the One Thousand Gifts video study and study
guide. This title is also available in Spanish, Millar de Obsequios. For more of Ann's story, her latest release - The Broken
Way - is available now.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9780310321910
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018
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Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9780310321910
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018



Opening Windows
Spiritual Refreshment for Your Walk with Christ
Howard Books

Howard Books (December 12, 2006)

Summary: 
Throw back the curtain and see His light.Open the window and hear His voice.Raise the glass and feel His gentle
breeze.Refreshment and renewal await you in the pages of this beautiful book inspired by Max Lucado's best-selling praise-
and-worship recording, Opening Windows. Open your heart to the combined insights of some of today's most inspiring
writers, and allow their wisdom to guide you in opening the windows of your soul. You'll be captivated by there stories of
inspiration, you'll ponder fresh perspectives on God, and you'll find new motivation to live a life dedicated to Him.The
invitation is yours...Open the window.You'll never be the same.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9781416537823
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 12, 2018

Our God Is Wonderful
William MacDonald

Gospel Folio Press (September 1, 2001)

Summary: 
We should take time to revel in God's creation. Everything He made is marvelous beyond description. This thrilling book
takes the reader on a journey through creation, providence and redemption, proving again that our God is wonderful. The
more we spend time with Him, the more we know Him. The more we know Him, the more we will become like Him.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9781882701605
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Christian Walk/Lifestyle
Date Added: May 15, 2018

Out to Canaan
Jan Karon

Penguin (1998)

Summary: 



The fourth novel in the beloved Mitford series, by the bestselling author of At Home in Mitford and Somebody Safe with
Somebody Good  Millions of readers have come home to Mitford, the little town with the big heart, whose endearing and
eccentric residents have become like family members. But now change is coming to the hamlet. Father Tim, the Episcopal
rector, and his wife Cynthia are pondering retirement; a brash new mayoral candidate is calling for aggressive development;
a suspicious realtor with plans for a health spa is eyeing the beloved house on the hill; and, worst of all, the Sweet Stuff
Bakery may be closing. Meanwhile, ordinary people are leading the extraordinary lives that hundreds of thousands of
readers have found so inviting and inspiring. Peopled with the lovable cast of characters familiar to so many, and peppered
with plenty of new and colorful personalities, Out to Canaan is filled to the brim with the mysteries and miracles that make
everyday life worth living, and that make Mitford one of the most memorable small towns in recent literature.
Genre: Fiction
ISBN: 9780140265682
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Fiction
Date Added: May 7, 2018

Pearls of Great Price
366 Daily Devotional Readings
Joni Eareckson Tada

Zondervan (2006)

Summary: 
One day a merchant found a pearl of immense value. In the well-known parable that Jesus told, the merchant sold
everything he had and bought the pearl. Joni Eareckson Tada reminds you there is a spiritual treasure within your reach.
Each day contains glorious pearls of hope and faith waiting to be claimed. In Pearls of Great Price, Joni lovingly strings
together some of her own choice pearls and presents them to you in this beautiful devotional. Filled with inspiration and
insight for an entire year, Pearls of Great Price offers luminous, intimate glimpses of God's glory.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9780310262787
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 12, 2018

Piercing the Darkness
Frank E. Peretti

Crossway Books (1989)

Summary: 
Leaders in the realm of darkness have mounted a new attack that will create chaos and cause defeat in the human beings
who claim unity with their enemy, Christ. Readers will find themselves rooting for a most unlikely hero as her quest for inner
peace exposes the most frightening war of all, the battle for the human soul. Be captivated anew as you enter the world of
battling angels and demons that author Frank Peretti so masterfully uncovered in This Present Darkness.
Genre: Fiction
ISBN: 9780891075271
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Fiction
Date Added: May 7, 2018



Plan B
What Do You Do When God Doesn't Show Up the Way You Thought He
Would?
Pete Wilson

Grupo Nelson (May 30, 2011)

Summary: 
Learn how God often does his best work in our most hopeless situations.What do you do when a shattered dream or an
unmet expectation causes you to turn to Plan B? Pastor and author Pete Wilson uses real life stories of disappointments
and tragedy along with biblical stories such as David, Joseph, and Ruth to help readers face their own overwhelming
situations and through them to learn God is working to help them surrender their plans to receive his. He identifies our
common responses to difficulties and offers hope, helping us to: Understand what God might be up to See how surrender
helps us to receive God's plan Embrace the community of believers Reconcile a God of love with a life of tragedy and
suffering. Wilson points readers to the cross as not just the starting line but the centerpiece of our stories with God where we
turn in our Plan B and find the undeniable relationship between crisis and true spiritual transformation.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9780849946509
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Christian Walk/Lifestyle
Date Added: May 15, 2018

Practical Christianity
Old Testament Principles for Our New Life in Christ
Insight for Living, Mark Tobey

Insight for Living (November 1, 2001)

Genre: In library
ISBN: 9781579723750
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Christian Walk/Lifestyle
Date Added: May 15, 2018

Pretense
Lori Wick

Harvest House Publishers (July 1, 2005)

Summary: 



All dressed up in a fresh new cover, "Pretense," the bestselling novel from Lori Wick is ready for a brand new generation of
readers. Marrell, a happily married army wife, adores her family, but throughout her life she's felt something missing. When
she discovers that the void is spiritual, she is afraid to tell her husband. Will he understand that he cannot meet all of her
needs, and that she cannot meet all of his? Covering the lives of Marrell and her two daughters, Mackenzie and Delancey,
from the 1970s to the 1990s, "Pretense" is a character-rich novel written from Lori's heart that shows the patient love of God
and the promise of His forgiveness for all who seek Him.
Genre: Fiction
ISBN: 9780736916882
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Fiction
Date Added: May 7, 2018

Prophet
Frank E. Peretti

Tyndale House Publishers (March 1, 2003)

Summary: 
Now available in mass-market paperback. A thriller that penetrates to the very heart of a vast struggle that threatens to tear
our society apart. Successful news anchorman John Barrett is caught in a suspenseful moral and spiritual battle over the
importance of Truth. Using all the elements of edge-of-your-seat fiction, master storyteller Frank Peretti weaves a prophetic
tale of our times.
Genre: Fiction
ISBN: 9780842371117
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Fiction
Date Added: May 7, 2018

Radical
Taking Back Your Faith from the American Dream
David Platt

Multnomah Books (2010)

Summary: 
WHAT IS JESUS WORTH TO YOU?""It's easy for American Christians to forget how Jesus said his followers would actually
live, what their new lifestyle would actually look like. They would, he said, leave behind security, money, convenience, even
family for him. They would abandon everything for the gospel. They would take up their crosses daily... BUT WHO DO YOU
KNOW WHO LIVES LIKE THAT? DO YOU? In" Radical," David Platt challenges you to consider with an open heart how we
have manipulated the gospel to fit our cultural preferences. He shows what Jesus actually said about being his disciple--
then invites you to "believe "and "obey "what you have heard. And he tells the dramatic story of what is happening as a
"successful" suburban church decides to get serious about the gospel according to Jesus. Finally, he urges you to join in
The Radical Experiment -- a one-year journey in authentic discipleship that will transform how you live in a world that
desperately needs the Good News Jesus came to bring.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9781601422217
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Christian Walk/Lifestyle
Date Added: May 15, 2018
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Reading Status: Unread
Category: Christian Walk/Lifestyle
Date Added: May 15, 2018
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Category: Christian Walk/Lifestyle
Date Added: May 15, 2018



Real moms ... real Jesus
meet the friend who understands
Jill Savage

Moody Publishers (2009)

Genre: Mothers
ISBN: 9780802483614
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Christian Walk/Lifestyle
Date Added: May 15, 2018

Renovation of the Heart
Putting on the Character of Christ
Dallas Willard

NavPress (2002)

Summary: 
Renovation of the Heart explains the common misunderstandings about human nature and the discipleship process by
outlining the general pattern of personal spiritual transformation––not as a formula, but as a systematic process.This
bestseller by Dallas Willard explains that as intentional apprentices of Jesus, we are to move deeper into a relationship with
God while becoming more like Jesus. In his unique, winning way, Dallas Willard will guide you in discovering your true
identity while exploring spiritual growth in a new way.Includes discussion questions.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9781576832967
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Christian Walk/Lifestyle
Date Added: May 15, 2018

Replenish
leading from a healthy soul
Lance Witt

Baker Books (2011)

Summary: 



Every leader functions on two stages--the front stage or public world, and the back stage or private world. One cannot lead
successfully front stage when one is completely depleted back stage. In a time when pastors are leaving the ministry in
record numbers due to cynicism, disillusionment, weariness, and personal scandals, there is an urgent need for soul care in
the private lives of leaders.Replenish helps leaders focus on the back stage, the interior life, in order to remain spiritually
healthy. In a caring, encouraging tone, it will show pastors how toprioritize matters of the souldevelop healthy spiritual
practicesaddress problems that lead to burnoutcreate a healthy rhythm in their livesimprove their people skills and the
spiritual climate of their teamdevelop better systems in their churchesdiscover how to lead an unhurried lifeFor the many
ministry leaders who feel alone, in over their heads, or simply worn out, this book will offer welcome relief and a healthy way
forward.
Genre: Religious life
ISBN: 9780801013546
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Christian Walk/Lifestyle
Date Added: May 15, 2018
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Genre: Religious life
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Category: Christian Walk/Lifestyle
Date Added: May 15, 2018

Sacredspace
The prayer book 2012
Irish jesuits

Ave Maria Press (2011)

ISBN: 1594712778
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 12, 2018



Secrets of the Vine
Breaking Through to Abundance
Bruce Wilkinson

Multnomah (2001)

Summary: 
In this powerful follow-up to his #1 New York Times bestseller The Prayer of Jabez, Dr. Bruce Wilkinson explores John 15 to
show readers how to make maximum impact for God. Dr. Wilkinson demonstrates how Jesus is the Vine of life, discusses
four levels of "fruit bearing" (doing the good work of God), and reveals three life-changing truths that will lead readers to new
joy and effectiveness in His kingdom. Secrets of the Vine opens readers' eyes to the Lord's hand in their lives and uncovers
surprising insights that will point them to a new path of consequence for God's glory.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9781576739754
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Christian Walk/Lifestyle
Date Added: May 15, 2018

Seeking the Face of God
Gary Thomas

Harvest House Publishers (January 1, 1999)

Summary: 
All Christians face struggles, doubts, and temptations. In this passionate call to a deeper walk, Gary Thomas reveals his
own spiritual journey and shares the wisdom he has gained from believers of the past. The result is encouraging,
challenging, and intimate.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9780736900195
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Christian Walk/Lifestyle
Date Added: May 15, 2018

Seizing Your Divine Moment
Dare to Live a Life of Adventure
Erwin Raphael McManus

Thomas Nelson Incorporated (2002)

Summary: 



In this inspiring book, Erwin McManus uses the biblical account of Israel's war with the Philistines (1 Samuel 13 and 14) and
the characters of Saul and Jonathan to demonstrate the difference between living a life of purpose and adventure, and living
one of apathy and missed opportunity. In the midst of a less-than-hopeful battle, Saul-who should have been leading-rested
beneath a pomegranate tree as Jonathan seized the divine moment that would impact the future of Israel. Through this story
McManus artfully illustrates the eight characteristics of an adventurer's heart, what he calls "the Jonathan factor." Using
powerful examples from his own life and ministry, along with fresh biblical teaching, McManus asserts that God crafts divine
moments specific to each of us-priceless opportunities for us to actively engage in God's big-picture plan. Apathy and
apprehension prevent us from being all we are meant to be for God's kingdom. But by developing the characteristics
McManus outlines, Christians can move from mundane to miraculous living.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9780785264309
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 12, 2018

Shadow of the Almighty
The Life and Testament of Jim Elliot
Elisabeth Elliot

Hendrickson Publishers (2008)

Summary: 
Shadow of the Almighty is a modern classic story of faithfulness, obedience, and martyrdom. It is the best-selling account of
the martyrdom of Jim Elliot and four other missionaries at the hands of the Huaorani Indians in Ecuador.Shadow of the
Almighty has inspired Christians since its first publication in 1958. Elisabeth Elliot makes full use of Jim's revealing diaries to
fill in the details of a life completely committed to God's service.This story was reintroduced to today's audiences in 2006
thanks to the release of the film, End of the Spear, which tells for the first time the killings from the perspective of the
Huaorani.
Genre: Biography & Autobiography
ISBN: 9781598562491
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018

Shantung Compound
Langdon Gilkey

HarperCollins (May 28, 1975)

Summary: 
This vivid diary of life in a Japanese internment camp during World War II examines the moral challenges encountered in
conditions of confinement and deprivation.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9780060631123
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018



Shattered Dreams
God's Unexpected Path to Joy
Larry Crabb

Crown Publishing Group (2010)

Summary: 
Using the Biblical story of Naomi, Dr. Larry Crabb shows you how to look through life's tragedies to see the lavish blessings
God has for you in Shattered Dreams. "Shattered dreams," writes Dr. Larry Crabb, "are never random. They are always a
piece in a larger puzzle, a chapter in a larger story. The Holy Spirit uses the pain of shattered dreams to help us discover our
desire for God, to help us begin dreaming the highest dream." To help you understand this neglected truth in the deepest
and most helpful way, author and counselor Larry Crabb has written a wise, hopeful, honest, and realistic examination of
life's difficulties and tragedies. He wraps these insights around the bold story of Naomi in the Bible's book of Ruth. As Crabb
retells and illuminates this sometimes disturbing and often profoundly touching story, we are shown how God stripped
Naomi of happiness in order to prepare her for joy. And we gain an unforgettable picture of how God uses shattered dreams
to release better dreams and a more fulfilling life for those He loves. Shattered dreams have the power to change our lives
for good. Join Larry Crabb on a life-changing adventure to encounter God in the midst of life's most difficult times, and learn
to live beyond your Shattered Dreams.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9780307459503
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018

Shepherds Abiding
a Mitford Christmas story
Jan Karon

Viking (2003)

Genre: In library
ISBN: 9780670031207
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Fiction
Date Added: May 7, 2018

Shiloh Autumn
Bodie & Brock Thoene

Oliver Nelson (1996)

Genre: In library
ISBN: 9780840796561
Reading Status: Unread



Category: Fiction
Date Added: May 7, 2018

Small changes for a better life
Elizabeth George

Harvest House Publishers (2006)

Summary: 
What is God's best for a woman's life, and how can she live it out? These questions are answered in this uplifting book by
bestselling author Elizabeth George. Readers will discover easy-to-do suggestions for success in all they do that will—
maximize productivity in a busy schedulecultivate good habits and conquer bad onesstrengthen relationshipsfurther God's
purposesencourage closeness to GodWomen will find dozens of highly practical tips for every area of daily life—in their
marriages, families, homes, and places of work and in their friendships, health, finances, and personal growth.Formerly titled
God's Wisdom for a Woman's Life.
Genre: Religious life
ISBN: 9780736917292
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Christian Walk/Lifestyle
Date Added: May 15, 2018

Spiritual secret of Hudson Taylor
Frederick Howard Taylor, Mary Geraldine Guinness Taylor

Whitaker House (1996)

Genre: Missionaries
ISBN: 9780883683873
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 12, 2018

Sweet by and By
Sara Evans, Rachel Hauck

Thomas Nelson Incorporated (2010)

Summary: 



"Enchanting." --Patti Callahan Henry, New York Times bestselling author The first book in the Songbird series from country
music star Sara Evans and New York Times bestseller Rachel Hauck! It begins with a little red envelope . . . the one Jade
doesn't want to send. The envelope that invites her mother, Beryl, to her wedding--and opens up more of her past than she
cares to deal with. Jade has worked so hard to put her hard-scrabble childhood behind her. And she's found everything she
wanted in the beautiful green hills of Whisper Hollow, Tennessee. A thriving vintage shop all her own. A lovely one-eyed
shepherd dog named Roscoe. And Max, the almost-too-good-to-be-true man she plans to marry in just a few weeks. For the
first time in her life, her heart feels at home, and she can't wait to step out into their beautiful future. But can she really have
a sweet by and by if she can't come to terms with yesterday? Lose yourself in the novel that readers and critics alike are
calling . . . "Heartwarming." --Publishers Weekly "Breathtaking." --New York Times bestselling author Robin McGraw
"Beautifully real." --actress Eva Longoria
Genre: Fiction
ISBN: 9781595547781
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018

The Applause Of Heaven / When God Whispers Your Name /
In The Grip Of Grace
Max Lucado

ISBN: 9780849920493
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Christian Walk/Lifestyle
Date Added: May 15, 2018

The Birth Order Book
Why You Are the Way You Are
Kevin Leman

Revell (October 1, 2009)

Summary: 
Dr. Kevin Leman's ever-popular book on birth order is getting a new look and updated writing. With insight and wit, Dr.
Leman offers readers a fascinating and often funny look at how birth order affects personality, marriage and relationships,
parenting style, career, and children. Birth order powerfully influences the way people interact with others, whether they're at
home or on the job.This is a great book for anyone who wants to learn more about how they react to their world. Dr. Leman
even shows readers how to overcome ingrained tendencies they never thought they'd be rid of, all by focusing on their birth
order.
Genre: Family & Relationships
ISBN: 9780800734060
Reading Status: Unread
Loaned To: Carol Scarratt
Date Loaned: October 25, 2017
Category: Relationships
Date Added: May 7, 2018



The Broken Way Study Guide
A Daring Path Into the Abundant Life
Ann Voskamp, Karen Lee-Thorp

Zondervan (November 1, 2016)

Summary: 
In this six-session video Bible study (DVD/digital video sold separately), New York Times bestselling author Ann Voskamp
takes us on a personal journey along the broken way. The broken way beckons you into more time, more meaning, more
authentic relationships. There's a way, especially when things aren't shaping up quite like you imagined, that makes life take
the shape of more--more abundance, more intimacy, more God. Ann Voskamp asks the following questions not one of us
can afford to ignore: How do you live your one broken life? What does it mean to live cruciform and learn to receive? What
do you do if you really want to know abundant wholeness--before it's too late? There's a way of honest, transformative
power. Dare to take the broken way--to abundance. Sessions include: How Do We Live This One Broken Life? Living
Cruciform Learning to Receive Real Koinonia Embracing Inconvenience Who We Serve Designed for use with The Broken
Way Video Study 9780310820741 (sold separately).
Genre: Self-Help
ISBN: 9780310820741
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018

The Case for Christ
A Journalist's Personal Investigation of the Evidence for Jesus
Lee Strobel

Zondervan (1998)

Summary: 
A seasoned journalist chases down the biggest story in history Is there credible evidence that Jesus of Nazareth really is the
son of God? Retracing his own spiritual journey from atheism to faith, Lee Strobel, former legal editor of the Chicago
Tribune, cross-examines a dozen experts with doctorates from schools like Cambridge, Princeton, and Brandeis who are
recognized authorities in their own fields. Strobel challenges them with question like How reliable is the New Testament?
Does evidence for Jesus exist outside the Bible? Is there any reason to believe the resurrection was an actual event? What
documentation is there concerning the life and teachings of Jesus, and how reliable is it? Does archaeology substantiate the
historical accounts? Did Jesus really perform miracles? Did he claim to be God--and if so, did he fit the profile? Strobel's
tough, point-blank questions make this Gold Medallion--winning book read like a captivating, fast-paced novel. But it's not
fiction. It's a riveting quest for the truth about history's most compelling figure. What will your verdict be in the The Case for
Christ?
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9780310226550
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018



The Collected Writings of W. E. Vine
W. E Vine

Harpercollins Christian Pub (February 1, 1996)

Summary: 
His expository dictionary is a bestselling classic that has been popular with Bible scholars and students alike. But W.E. Vine
wrote not only the famous dictionary, he was also the author of timeless theological studies. Now, gathered together in a
landmark five-volume edition, The Collected Writings of W.E. Vine includes all of Vine's known writings on biblical studies
and theology, and they are available to a new generation. Included are his commentaries on selected Bible books and
insights on such topics as the person and work of Christ, the divine inspiration of the Bible, missions and Christian service,
the Second Coming and the last days, the evolution theory in the light of Genesis, and much, much more. Also included is
his self-study Greek grammar, a valuable tool for those who want to study the New Testament books in their original
language. The fruit of years of prayerful study and deep Christian thought, The Collected Writings of W.E. Vine offers the
wisdom of one of the great contributors to modern biblical studies. A must for the library shelves of any serious student of
the Bible. W.E. Vine, M.A., was known in his day (1873-1949) as a classical scholar, a skilled expositor, and an acute
theologian. Recognized as one of the world's foremost Greek scholars, his Expository Dictionary of New Testament Words,
first published in 1939, now available in Vine's Complete Expository Dictionary of Old and New Testament Words,
represents the fruit of his lifetime labors and is an unsurpassed classic in its field.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9780785211761
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018

The Cross and the Switchblade
David Wilkerson

Penguin (1986)

Summary: 
A young preacher from the Pennsylvania hills comes to New York City and influences troubled teenagers with his
inspirational message.
Genre: Biography & Autobiography
ISBN: 9780515090253
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018

The Divine Conspiracy
Rediscovering Our Hidden Life In God
Dallas Willard

HarperCollins (March 24, 1998)



Summary: 
A renowned teacher and writer of the acclaimed The Spirit of the Disciplines, Dallas Willard, one of today's most brilliant
Christian thinkers now offers a timely and challenging call back to the true meaning of Christian discipleship. In The Divine
Conspiracy, Willard gracefully weaves biblical teaching, popular culture, science, scholarship, and spiritual practice into a
tour de force that shows the necessity of profound changes in how we view our lives and faith. In an era when many
Christians consider Jesus a beloved but remote savior, Willard argues compellingly for the relevance of God to every aspect
of our existence. Masterfully capturing the central insights of Christ's teachings in a fresh way for today's seekers, he helps
us to explore a revolutionary way to experience God--by knowing Him as an essential part of the here and now, rather than
only as a part of the hereafter."The most telling thing about the contemporary Christian," Willard writes, "is that he or she has
no compelling sense that understanding of and conformity with the clear teachings of Christ is of any vital importance to
[their] life, and certainly not that it is in any way essential . . . Such obedience is regarded as just out of the question or
impossible." Christians, he says, for the most part consider the primary function of Christianity to be admittance to heaven.
But, as Willard clearly shows, a faith that guarantees a satisfactory afterlife, yet has absolutely no impact on life in the here
and now, is nothing more than "consumer Christianity" and "bumper-sticker faith."Willard refutes this "fire escape" mentality
by exploring the true nature of the teachings of Jesus, who intended that His followers become His disciples, and taught that
we have access now to the life we are only too eager to relegate to the hereafter. The author calls us into a more authentic
faith and offers a practical plan by which we can become Christ-like. He challenges us to step aside from the politics and
pieties of contemporary Christian practice and inspires us to reject the all too common lukewarm faith of our times by
embracing the true meaning of Christian discipleship.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9780060693336
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Christian Walk/Lifestyle
Date Added: May 15, 2018

The End of Religion
Encountering the Subversive Spirituality of Jesus
Bruxy Cavey

NavPress (2007)

Summary: 
In The End of Religion, Bruxy Cavey shares that relationship has no room for religion. Believers and seekers alike will
discover anew the wondrous promise found in our savior. And Christ's eternal call to walk in love and freedom will resonate
with readers of all ages and denominations.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9781600060670
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018

The Great House of God
Max Lucado

Thomas Nelson (January 9, 2011)

Summary: 



God's greatest desire is to be your dwelling place -- The home for your heart. He doesn't want to be merely a weekend
getaway. He has no interest in being a Sunday bungalow or even a summer cottage. He wants to be your mailing address,
your point of reference, your home ... always. He wants you to live in the Great House of God. Using the Lord's Prayer as a
floor plan, Max Lucado takes you on a tour of the home God intended for you. Warm your heart by the fire in the living room.
Nourish your spirit in the kitchen. Seek fellowship in the family room. Step into the hallway and find forgiveness. It's the
perfect home for you. After all, it was created with you in mind. There's only one home built just for your heart. No house
more complete, no structure more solid: The roof never leaks. The walls never crack. The foundation never trembles. In
God's house, you're home. So come into the house built just for you. Your Father is waiting.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9781418515430
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Christian Walk/Lifestyle
Date Added: May 15, 2018

The Jesus lifestyle
Nicky Gumbel

Alpha International (2010)

ISBN: 9781905887842
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Christian Walk/Lifestyle
Date Added: May 15, 2018

The Knowledge of the Holy
Large Print Edition
A. W. Tozer

HarperCollins (April 24, 1992)

Summary: 
This classic of Christian testimony and devotion explores the attributes of God in words that fly straight to the heart. A
superb aid to strengthening and deepening the spiritual life, each chapter begins with a prayer, lucidly discusses a divine
aspect -- from God's infinity to God's love -- and relates that aspect to today's world, while pointing always to God's wonder
and inscrutability.A. W. Tozer asserts that the cause of many of our modern spiritual woes is the loss in today's church of a
lofty concept of God. He argues persuasively that the cure lies in our rediscovery of God's majesty. "What comes into our
minds when we think about God is the most important thing about us," he writes. "The history of mankind will probably show
that no people has ever risen above its religion, and man's spiritual history will positively demonstrate that no religion has
ever been greater than its idea of God." The Knowledge of the Holy bearseloquent witness to the concept of God's majesty,
encourages reverent meditation on the being of God, and offers a way to bring back spiritual power to our lives.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9780060698652
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 12, 2018



The land between
Finding God in difficult transitions
Jeff Manion

Zondervan (2010)

ISBN: 9780310331643
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Christian Walk/Lifestyle
Date Added: May 15, 2018

The Message
Audiobook
Eugene Peterson

Oasis Audio

Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 12, 2018

The Narrow Road
Stories of Those Who Walk This Road Together
Brother Andrew

YWAM Publishing (March 1, 2011)

Summary: 
Begin with the incredible autobiography of Brother Andrew, God's Smuggler. From 1955 to the present hour, this remarkable
man has risked his life smuggling Bibles into countries where Scriptures are outlawed. His report, packed with dangerous
adventures and high drama, testifies to God's miraculous provision for those who follow where He leads. Journey also into
places still hostile to Christians -- with profiles on courageous champions of the faith. Meet teens and others across the
globe who are mercilessly persecuted for their faith, yet display extraordinary joy. Their stories, along with Brother Andrew's,
will forever change the way you walk the narrow road.
Genre: Biography & Autobiography
ISBN: 9781576585597
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018



The New Evidence that Demands a Verdict
Josh McDowell

T. Nelson (1999)

Summary: 
Is the Bible historically reliable? Is there credible evidence of Chrst's claim to be God? Will Christianity stand up before 21st
century critics? Christians today face growing challenges to show that their faith is both relevant and credible. Josh
McDowell's New Evidence That Demands a Verdict combines the two original best-selling volumes into one, maintaining
their classic defense of the faith, yet answering new questions posed by today's culture. - Back cover.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9780785243632
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018

The New Pilgrim's Progress
John Bunyan, Warren W. Wiersbe

Discovery House Publishers (1989)

Summary: 
Bunyan's allegory has been translated into more than 100 languages and enjoyed by millions of all ages and backgrounds.
Now you can enjoy a revised edition that retains Bunyan's style and form, while translating archaic words, phrases, and
expressions into modern English. When you read The New Pilgrim's Progress, you will discover that both this enduring
classic and your Bible will read like new books to you.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9780929239132
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Fiction
Date Added: May 7, 2018

The Oath
Frank E. Peretti

Thomas Nelson (October 8, 2011)

Summary: 



An ancient sin. A long forgotten oath. A town with a deadly secret.Something evil is at work in Hyde River, an isolated mining
town in the mountains of the Pacific Northwest.Under the cover of darkness, a predator strikes without warningùtaking life in
the most chilling and savage fashion.The community of Hyde River watches in terror as residents suddenly vanish. Yet, the
more locals are pressed for information, the more they close ranks, sworn to secrecy by their forefathersÆ hidden sins.Only
when Hyde RiverÆs secrets are exposed is the true extent of the danger fully revealed. What the town discovers is
something far more deadly than anything theyÆd imagined. Something that doesnÆt just stalk its victims, but has the
power to turn hearts black with decay as it slowly fills their souls with darkness.
Genre: Fiction
ISBN: 9781418509262
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018

The One Year Heaven on Earth Devotional
365 Daily Invitations to Experience God's Kingdom Here and Now
Chris Tiegreen

Tyndale House Publishers (October 1, 2015)

Summary: 
Discover the richness of living in the Kingdom of God—right here on earth.Do you long for a deep, intimate connection with
God? Are you hoping for a day when His Kingdom is realized here on earth? Do you wonder what the Bible has to say about
bringing that Kingdom to your everyday life?The Bible is filled with teachings about the Kingdom of God—it was one of the
core messages Jesus proclaimed.The One Year Heaven on Earth Devotional, written by acclaimed author Chris Tiegreen,
will take you on a journey through these teachings, exploring what it means to live as a Kingdom citizen right where you are.
Enrich your life with God's wisdom, power, and love as you examine the nature of the King and both the opportunities and
responsibilities of being part of His Kingdom in the world today. The Kingdom of God is here among us—and you can be a
part of bringing it to life in your family, in your community, in the world.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9781414376745
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 12, 2018

The Only Road North
9,000 Miles of Dirt and Dreams
Erik Mirandette

Zondervan (2007)

Summary: 
dangerous trek across Africa … a life-and-death struggle … and a call to live a life with no holds barred.Deserts and jungles,
rebels and missionaries, bullets and acts of bravery, heaven and hell on earth—these are all part of a young man's
remarkable, true journey through thirteen African countries with his brother and two best friends.Erik Mirandette was
completing a two-year stint with a humanitarian organization in Morocco when, continuing his quest to live the life he was
created to live, he set off on an unforgettable pilgrimage. Beginning in Cape Town, Erik, his brother, and his two best friends
covered 9,000 miles north by dirt bike, experiencing the poverty, beauty, and dangers of the African continent.Then in Cairo,
having safely reached the end of their perilous journey, a terrorist's bomb ripped Erik's world and faith apart. The four
travelers were now desperately wounded and on the brink of death.Erik's struggle along his journey of faith is as gripping as
his trek across Africa. The Only Road North takes readers to corners of the world and depths of the human heart they will
never forget.
Genre: Biography & Autobiography



ISBN: 9780310274353
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018

The Power of Prayer in a Believer's Life
Charles Haddon Spurgeon

YWAM Publishing (1993)

Summary: 
Long before the megachurch, nearly 6,000 people crowded every service to hear Charles Spurgeon. Discover why his
masterful preaching astonished his era! Considered by his peers then and now as "The Prince of Preachers", Charles
Spurgeon built London's Metropolitan Tabernacle into the world's largest independent congregation during the nineteenth
century. While many factors have been highlighted that help explain the effectiveness of Spurgeon's preaching, the foremost
secret that empowered Charles Spurgeon was his devotion to prayer. When people would walk through the Metropolitan
Tabernacle, Spurgeon would take them to the basement prayer room where people were always on their knees interceding
for the church. Then Spurgeon would declare, "Here is the powerhouse of this church. That statement is backed by the
amazing number of sermons that Spurgeon preached on prayer. Spurgeon was a great believer and teacher in passionate,
Holy Spirit-directed prayer. His word pictures of the majestic throne of grace that God calls believers to be privileged to
come before is well worth the price of the book alone. You will be inspired and challenged in your prayer life, especially if
you experience struggles in prayer.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9781883002039
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Christian Walk/Lifestyle
Date Added: May 15, 2018

The Power of Praying Through the Bible
Stormie Omartian

Harvest House Publishers (September 1, 2008)

Summary: 
Stormie Omartian, the bestselling author of the Power of a Praying series, has inspired millions of men, women, and families
with her prayers. Now in her first devotional, she journeys with readers from Genesis to Revelation and reveals how God
designed prayer for His children. In this hardcover edition ideal for gift–giving, readers will discover how to: communicate
with God embrace the promises of Scripture walk with Jesus daily release burdens to His care listen to the Spirit’s leading
Stormie brings home the truths and the wonder of God’s promises. This gathering of devotions from The Power of a Praying
Woman Bible shares Stormie’s heart and the foundation of God’s Word to provide a source of spiritual encouragement and
strength for every reader.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9780736924955
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Christian Walk/Lifestyle
Date Added: May 15, 2018



The Present Future
Six Tough Questions for the Church
Reggie McNeal

Wiley (October 3, 2003)

Summary: 
In this provocative book, author, consultant, and church leadership developer Reggie McNeal debunks these and other old
assumptions and provides an overall strategy to help church leaders move forward in an entirely different and much more
effective way. In The Present Future, McNeal identifies the six most important realities that church leaders must address
including: recapturing the spirit of Christianity and replacing "church growth" with a wider vision of kingdom growth;
developing disciples instead of church members; fostering the rise of a new apostolic leadership; focusing on spiritual
formation rather than church programs; and shifting from prediction and planning to preparation for the challenges of an
uncertain world. McNeal contends that by changing the questions church leaders ask themselves about their congregations
and their plans, they can frame the core issues and approach the future with new eyes, new purpose, and new ideas. Also
available: The Present Future DVD Collection (978-0-7879-8673-5), Reggie McNeal's DVD presentation of the ideas and
insights featured in his best-selling book.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9780787965686
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018

The Psalms
Psalms I to CL
W. Graham (William Graham) Scroggie

Fleming H. Revell (1965)

ISBN: 0720801567
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018

The Pursuit of God
Aiden Wilson Tozer

Christian Publications (1982)

Summary: 
During a train trip from Chicago to Texas in the late 1940s, A.W. Tozer began to write The Pursuit of God. He wrote all night,
the words coming to him as fast as he could put them down. When the train pulled into McAllen, the rough draft was done.
Although written in such a remarkably short period of time, the depth, clarity and completeness of Tozer's message has
made The Pursuit of God an enduring favorite. - Back cover.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9780875093666



Reading Status: Unread
Category: Christian Walk/Lifestyle
Date Added: May 15, 2018

The Ragamuffin Gospel
Brennan Manning

Multnomah Books (October 1, 2015)

Summary: 
"This is a book I wrote for myself and anyone who has grown weary and discouraged along the Way." --Brennan Manning,
The Ragamuffin Gospel[P1] Many of us believe in grace, yet we live as if we still have to earn God's love. We picture God
hanging His head in disappointment, tallying our successes and failures on a score sheet. We assume we have to do more,
or be a different person, for God to be pleased with us. Brennan Manning shows us a different, truer image of our
relationship with God: We come to God as ragamuffins. Bedraggled, dirty, exhausted. But as we sit at God's feet, He smiles
upon us. He embraces us. He treats us not as failures but as the chosen objects of His love. In this twenty-fifth anniversary
edition of Manning's classic meditation on grace, Manning reminds us that we don't need to apply spiritual cosmetics to
make ourselves presentable to God. We can recognize our poverty and powerlessness as what bring us closer to a God
whose love embraces us no matter what. "Brennan does a masterful job of blowing the dust off of shop-worn theology and
allowing God's grace to do what only God's grace can do--amaze." --Max Lucado, pastor and bestselling author "This is a
zestful and accurate portrayal that tells us unmistakably that the gospel is good, dazzlingly good." --Eugene Peterson,
translator of The Message "This book is for the bent and the bruised who feel that their lives are a grave disappointment to
God." --Brennan Manning, The Ragamuffin Gospel The Bible tells us that by grace we are saved. So why does our
spirituality often start with ourselves, not with God? Why are we likely to believe in grace in theory but deny it in practice? In
The Ragamuffin Gospel, Brennan Manning explores the true meaning of the word grace in all its power. When we beat
ourselves up over who we are or what we've done, we pull away from God. When we acknowledge that it is only grace that
can save us, we draw near to a God who delights in who He created us to be. The Ragamuffin Gospel has changed
thousands of lives since it was first published twenty-five years ago. In this anniversary edition, we find the timeless wisdom
of a man who came to God needy and desperate again and again and found a peace that defined his life, his relationships,
and his career. You are not a disappointment to God. God does not "put up" with you. He celebrates you. God not only loves
you, He likes you.. This is the joy of the gospel.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9781601428684
Reading Status: Unread
Loaned To: Sam Harder
Date Loaned: May 7, 2018
Category: Christian Walk/Lifestyle
Date Added: May 7, 2018

The resurrection factor
Josh McDowell

Here's Life Publishers (1981)

Genre: Resurrection
ISBN: 0918956722
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018



The River of God
Moving in the Flow of God's Plan for Revival
Dutch Sheets

Gospel Light (July 13, 1998)

Summary: 
DUTCH SHEETS, a rising figure in the International prayer movement, describes what a person must do to prepare for
revival. In what is quickly becoming known as his landmark, Sheets once again balances biblical teachings in the light of the
Holy Spirit's power. What is the river of God as described in Ezekiel 47? What must we do to allow "Putting the Holy Spirit in
a box" while also sidestepping excess and abuse? Sheets answers these and other crucial questions as he examines the
theme of water and renewal in the Bible and it's relevance for us today.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9780830720750
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Christian Walk/Lifestyle
Date Added: May 15, 2018

The Safest Place on Earth
Where People Connect and are Forever Changed
Larry Crabb, Lawrence J. Crabb

Word Pub. (1999)

Summary: 
In today's frenetic society, people rarely develop intimate friendships. Instead, they spend their lives essentially
disconnected from others, rushing through life content with brief visits and casual conversations. But what if one were to
develop a community, a spiritual community, of people who walked with and supported each other through life's journey? A
community of real friends who listened to each other's personal tragedies without merely trying to fix the problems, who
encouraged and nurtured each other's strengths, and who accepted people for who they really are, instead of the image
they try to portray. In The Safest Place on Earth, Larry Crabb explores such a place, where God can heal disconnected
people and allow them to reconnect with each other and, ultimately, with Him.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9780849914560
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Christian Walk/Lifestyle
Date Added: May 15, 2018

The Screwtape Letters
C. S. Lewis

Fount (February 2, 1998)



Genre: In library
ISBN: 9780006280606
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Fiction
Date Added: May 7, 2018

The Screwtape Letters
C. S. Lewis

HarperCollins (February 6, 2001)

Summary: 
In this humorous and perceptive exchange between two devils, C. S. Lewis delves into moral questions about good vs. evil,
temptation, repentance, and grace. Through this wonderful tale, the reader emerges with a better understanding of what it
means to live a faithful life.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9780060652937
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Fiction
Date Added: May 7, 2018

The secret message of Jesus
[uncovering the truth that could change everything]
Brian D. McLaren

Hovel Audio (2006)

ISBN: 9781596443648
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 12, 2018

The Shack
William P. Young

Windblown Media (2007)

Summary: 
Mackenzie Allen Phillips's youngest daughter, Missy, has been abducted during a family vacation, and evidence that she
may have been brutally murdered is found in an abandoned shack deep in the Oregon wilderness. Four years later, in this
midst of his great sadness, Mack receives a suspicious note, apparently from God, inviting him back to that shack for a
weekend. Against his better judgment he arrives at the shack on wintry afternoon and walks back into his darkest nightmare.
What he finds there will change his life forever.



Genre: Fiction
ISBN: 9780964729230

Reading Status: Unread
Category: Fiction
Date Added: May 7, 2018

The Shack
William P. Young

Windblown Media (2007)

Summary: 
Mackenzie Allen Phillips's youngest daughter, Missy, has been abducted during a family vacation, and evidence that she
may have been brutally murdered is found in an abandoned shack deep in the Oregon wilderness. Four years later, in this
midst of his great sadness, Mack receives a suspicious note, apparently from God, inviting him back to that shack for a
weekend. Against his better judgment he arrives at the shack on wintry afternoon and walks back into his darkest nightmare.
What he finds there will change his life forever.
Genre: Fiction
ISBN: 9780964729230
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Fiction
Date Added: May 7, 2018

The Shack
William P. Young

Windblown Media (2007)

Summary: 
Mackenzie Allen Phillips's youngest daughter, Missy, has been abducted during a family vacation, and evidence that she
may have been brutally murdered is found in an abandoned shack deep in the Oregon wilderness. Four years later, in this
midst of his great sadness, Mack receives a suspicious note, apparently from God, inviting him back to that shack for a
weekend. Against his better judgment he arrives at the shack on wintry afternoon and walks back into his darkest nightmare.
What he finds there will change his life forever.
Genre: Fiction
ISBN: 9780964729230
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Fiction
Date Added: May 7, 2018



The Shaping of a Christian Family
Elisabeth Elliot

F.H. Revell (July 1, 2000)

Summary: Valuable insights on shaping the Christian family using trust, discipline, courtesy, and teaching by example.
Genre: Family & Relationships
ISBN: 9780800757366
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 12, 2018

The Spirit, the Church, and the World
the message of Acts
John R. W. Stott

InterVarsity Press (1990)

Genre: Biblical teaching
ISBN: 9780830817504
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018

The strategic grasp of the Bible
studies in the structural and dispensational characteristics of the Bible
Baxter J. Sidlow

Kregel Publications (1991)

Genre: Bible
ISBN: 9780825421983
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018



The unforgettable story of a man who discovered the
adventure of the calling
Andrew (Brother.)

Moorings (January 30, 1996)

Summary: ping, personal anecdotes and tested teaching, the author of f2
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9780345397539
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018

The unseen hand
The Angela Tran story
Bob Cretney

Gospel Folio Press (2008)

ISBN: 9781897117644
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018

The Visitation
Frank E. Peretti

Thomas Nelson (April 11, 2006)

Genre: Internet Archive Wishlist
ISBN: 9781595541208
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Fiction
Date Added: May 7, 2018



The Way of Faith
T. W. S. Hunt

BroadStreet Publishing (May 16, 2017)

Summary: 
"Now this is eternal life: that they know you, the only true God." John 17:3 NIV This 40-day devotional is a profound
exploration and perceptive explanation for the true and often misunderstood nature of faith. T.W.S. Hunt explores the various
stages and settings, as well as tensions and tussles, in which faith must survive--but can also thrive. He shows that however
far away we might feel from God, our continued faithfulness can allow God to feel that much closer to us. Written with
exquisite style and extraordinary insight, this compact collection of forty meditations promises to be both revolutionary and
revelatory. For it contemplates the ways in which our relationship with God is best measured, not by how close we feel to
God, but how close God feels to us. Turn every aspect of your life--from hardship and happiness to your occupation and
recreation--upward and outward, both in faith and in love.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9781424554294
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 12, 2018
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BroadStreet Publishing (May 16, 2017)

Summary: 
"Now this is eternal life: that they know you, the only true God." John 17:3 NIV This 40-day devotional is a profound
exploration and perceptive explanation for the true and often misunderstood nature of faith. T.W.S. Hunt explores the various
stages and settings, as well as tensions and tussles, in which faith must survive--but can also thrive. He shows that however
far away we might feel from God, our continued faithfulness can allow God to feel that much closer to us. Written with
exquisite style and extraordinary insight, this compact collection of forty meditations promises to be both revolutionary and
revelatory. For it contemplates the ways in which our relationship with God is best measured, not by how close we feel to
God, but how close God feels to us. Turn every aspect of your life--from hardship and happiness to your occupation and
recreation--upward and outward, both in faith and in love.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9781424554294
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 12, 2018



The Witness
Dee Henderson

Tyndale House Publishers (January 1, 2006)

Summary: 
Police Chief Luke Granger's witness to a murder, Amy Griffin, has been on the run for years. Her family thinks she was
murdered eight years ago, but Amy chose to accept a life in the shadows in order to protect her sisters' lives. Now unveiled
secrets about their father have thrust the sisters into the public spotlight. The man who wants Amy dead now sees her
sisters as the way to locate her. Luke and two of his homicide detectives are determined to stand in the way. They are each
falling in love with a different sister, and it's become a personal mission to keep them safe. But chances are that at least one
of them will fail, and facing the future will take a faith deeper than any of them currently knows.
Genre: Fiction
ISBN: 9781414308128
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Fiction
Date Added: May 7, 2018

The Yada Yada Prayer Group
Neta Jackson

Thomas Nelson Incorporated (May 1, 2007)

Summary: 
What do an ex-con, a former drug addict, a real estate broker, a college student, and a married mother of two have in
common? Nothing, or so I thought. Who would have imagined that God would make a prayer group as mismatched as ours
the closest of friends? I almost didn't even go to the Chicago Women's Conference--after all, being thrown together with five
hundred strangers wasn't exactly my "comfort zone." But something happened that weekend to make us realize we had to
hang together, and the "Yada Yada Prayer Group" was born! When I faced the biggest crisis of my life, God used my
newfound Sisters to show me what it means to be just a sinner saved by grace.
Genre: Fiction
ISBN: 9781595544223
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Fiction
Date Added: May 7, 2018

These High, Green Hills
Jan Karon

Penguin Books (1997)

Summary: 



The third novel in the popular Mitford series, by the bestselling author ofAt Home in Mitford and Somebody Safe with
Somebody Good In These High, Green Hills we're once again in Mitford, a southern village of local characters so
heartwarming and hilarious you'll wish you lived right next door.At last, Mitford's rector and lifelong bachelor, Father Tim, has
married his talented and vivacious neighbor, Cynthia. Now, of course, they must face love's challenges: new sleeping
arrangements for Father Tim's sofa-sized dog, Cynthia's urge to decorate the rectory Italian-villa-style, and the growing
pains of the thrown-away boy who's become like a son to the rector.Add a life-changing camping trip, the arrival of the
town's first policewoman, and a new computer that requires the patience of a saint, and you know you're in for another
engrossing visit to Mitfordthe little town that readers everywhere love to call home.
Genre: Fiction
ISBN: 9780140257939
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Fiction
Date Added: May 7, 2018

This Present Darkness
Frank E. Peretti

Kingsway (1992)

ISBN: 9780854763238
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Fiction
Date Added: May 7, 2018

Through The Valley Of The Shadow
A War Prisoner’s Struggle For Survival
Dan Snaddon

Genre: Biography & Autobiography
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018

Thundering Waters
Arnot P. McIntee

Genre: Biography & Autobiography
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018



True Discipleship with Study Guide
William MacDonald

Gospel Folio Press (June 1, 2003)

Summary: 
A disciple can be forgiven if he does not have great mental ability or physical prowess. But he cannot be excused if he does
not have zeal. If his heart is not aflame with a red-hot passion for the Saviour, he stands condemned. After all, Christians are
followers of the One who said, "Zeal for Your house has eaten Me" (John 2:17). Their Saviour was consumed with a passion
for God and for his interests. Those who are constrained b the love of Christ will count no sacrifice to great to make for him.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9781882701919
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Christian Walk/Lifestyle
Date Added: May 15, 2018

Unburdened
The Secret to Letting God Carry the Things That Weigh You Down
Chris Tiegreen

Tyndale House Publishers (2010)

Summary: 
In his Word, God promises us freedom from worry. Wouldn't it be nice if we actually believed him? What would happen if you
took the concerns that grip you, that keep you awake at night, that clench your stomach in knots . . . and truly handed them
over to his keeping? Like no other writer can do, best-selling author Chris Tiegreen opens your eyes and heart to a better,
more weightless way to live. Unburdened won't teach you how to avoid responsibility or hide from serious issues. Neither is
it about how to escape and go live on a beach--though having a couple of palm trees around never hurts. It's about taking
the burdens you currently carry and making them much, much lighter. It's about transferring the weight of your
responsibilities from the weak shoulders of your flesh to the strong fingertips of God. It's about learning to live in deep-down,
heart-level freedom. And no one who reads Unburdened will walk away unchanged.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9781414321738
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 12, 2018

Understanding Jesus
Cultural Insights into the Words and Deeds of Christ
Joe Amaral

FaithWords (April 7, 2011)

Summary: 



Modern-day Christians often bring their own presuppositions and assumptions to the reading of the Bible, not realizing how
deeply their understanding of Christ's life and teachings is affected by a 21st-century worldview. In UNDERSTANDING
JESUS, author Joe Amaral delves deep into Jewish history, societal mores, and cultural traditions, closing the gap created
by geographical distance and over two thousand years of history. Using a chronological approach to the life of Christ, he
guides the reader through significant events such as Jesus' birth, baptism, and crucifixion, pointing out illuminating details
that that the Western mind would normally miss.Amaral's premise is that to understand Jesus, we must understand the time
and place in which he was born, the background from which he drew his illustrations, and the audience he spoke to.
Throughout the book he explores specific terms, places, and events for their significance and shows how they add richness
and meaning to the text. Topics include the connection between Jesus and John the Baptist, the annual Feasts and why
they are important to modern Christianity, Jewish customs such as foot-washing, clean and unclean foods, paying tribute to
political governments, and the significance of various miracles.In UNDERSTANDING JESUS, Amaral draws back the curtain
on a way of life that existed during the reign of the Caesars, and in doing so, reveals truths about the way we live more than
two thousand years later, half a world away.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9780446584760
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018

Uprising
A Revolution of the Soul
Erwin Raphael McManus

T. Nelson (2003)

Summary: 
We are all, as Erwin Raphael McManus states, broken pieces of the image of God. And as Christians, too often we talk
about God's ability to change lives without fully understanding how to access that power. The reason is simple: we ourselves
have never been radically transformed. McManus explains how many people unknowingly block God from changing us and
teaches readers the "texture of the heart" required to unleash God's transforming power within us. He also demonstrates the
passion and purpose that lie ahead when we undertake the journey that leads us to the true source, the very character of
God. Fascinating stories from McManus's personal life and ministry, paired with fresh biblical teaching and profound
insights, will astonish and challenge readers to break free from negative habits, destructive emotions, and other strongholds
that hinder lasting transformation and to turn toward a life marked by enlightenment, nobility, and virtue.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9780785264316
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 12, 2018

Vision for the Church of God at the crossroads
Gilbert W. Stafford

Warner Press/Church of God Ministries (2002)

ISBN: 0871629267
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018



Voices of the Faithful
Inspiring Stories of Courage from Christians Serving Around the World
Beth Moore, International Mission Board

Thomas Nelson Incorporated (December 1, 2010)

Summary: 
Do you have the courage...the faith...the fire? Loving the world like God does involves extreme sacrifice. Living the
passionate, courageous life Jesus challenged us all to live also has radical effects, demonstrated in these 366 true accounts
of fellow believers from around the world: A Christian claims the names of God at knifepoint-- and lives to tell about it . . .
Prayer revives a coma victim, in defiance of village witch doctors . . . A former Muslim finds forgiveness in the Jesus she
denied . . . Prayerwalking college students lay a foundation for spiritual revival in West Africa . . . If you're bored with your
comfort-fit Christianity, if you're ready for God to shake you awake, then take the challenge. Find out in these pages what on
earth God is doing in your generation . . .and discover your role in making a difference in the world.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9780849946240
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018

Waking the Dead
The Glory of a Heart Fully Alive
John Eldredge

Thomas Nelson (November 14, 2006)

Summary: 
There is a glory to life that most people-including believers-never see. In this insightful new book, John Eldredge presents
the heart as central to life. Not only is the heart essential; the heart God has ransomed is also good. Building on these
foundational truths, Eldredge shows readers why real Christianity is a process of restoration, where the broken parts of our
hearts are mended and the captive parts are set free.
Waking the Dead leads listeners to understand how to live from the heart, care for their heart like the treasures of the
kingdom, and give from fullness instead of emptiness. This message also shows how living from the heart can energize
people to love God and others in a way they've never experienced, revealing to them life's purpose: fighting for the hearts of
others.
ISBN: 9780785288299
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Christian Walk/Lifestyle
Date Added: May 15, 2018

What Marian Saw
Marian Hood



Genre: Poetry
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018

What's So Amazing about Grace?
Philip Yancey

Zondervan (2002)

Summary: 
In 1987, an IRA bomb buried Gordon Wilson and his twenty-year-old daughter beneath five feet of rubble. Gordon alone
survived. And forgave. He said of the bombers, "I have lost my daughter, but I bear no grudge. . . . I shall pray, tonight and
every night, that God will forgive them."His words caught the media's ear--and out of one man's grief, the world got a
glimpse of grace.Grace is the church's great distinctive. It's the one thing the world cannot duplicate, and the one thing it
craves above all else--for only grace can bring hope and transformation to a jaded world.In What's So Amazing About
Grace? award-winning author Philip Yancey explores grace at street level. If grace is God's love for the undeserving, he
asks, then what does it look like in action? And if Christians are its sole dispensers, then how are we doing at lavishing
grace on a world that knows far more of cruelty and unforgiveness than it does of mercy?Yancey sets grace in the midst of
life's stark images, tests its mettle against horrific "ungrace." Can grace survive in the midst of such atrocities as the Nazi
holocaust? Can it triumph over the brutality of the Ku Klux Klan? Should any grace at all be shown to the likes of Jeffrey
Dahmer, who killed and cannibalized seventeen young men?Grace does not excuse sin, says Yancey, but it treasures the
sinner. True grace is shocking, scandalous. It shakes our conventions with its insistence on getting close to sinners and
touching them with mercy and hope. It forgives the unfaithful spouse, the racist, the child abuser. It loves today's AIDS-
ridden addict as much as the tax collector of Jesus' day.In his most personal and provocative book ever, Yancey offers
compelling, true portraits of grace's life-changing power. He searches for its presence in his own life and in the church. He
asks, How can Christians contend graciously with moral issues that threaten all they hold dear?And he challenges us to
become living answers to a world that desperately wants to know, What's So Amazing About Grace?
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9780310245650
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Christian Walk/Lifestyle
Date Added: May 15, 2018

When I Lay My Isaac Down
Unshakable Faith in Unthinkable Circumstances
Carol Kent

Tyndale House (March 20, 2014)

Summary: 
Carol and Gene Kent’s son is in prison. When I Lay My Isaac Down tells their story and shares the transformational
principles they learned about forgiveness and faith.Dealing with her anger, grief, and shame, Carol could have given up.
Instead she tells a highly personal, heartbreaking, and uplifting story that will bolster your faith. Updated and revised, this
edition contains a new chapter about what God has taught Carol since her son’s imprisonment. Includes discussion
questions.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9781612916668
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018



When Mountains Move
A Novel
Julie Cantrell

David C Cook (2013)

Summary: 
It is the spring of 1943. With a wedding and a cross-country move, Millie's world is about to change forever. If only her past
could change with it. Soon after the break of day, Bump will become Millie's husband. And then, if all goes as planned, they
will leave the rain-soaked fields of Mississippi and head for the wilds of the Colorado Rockies. As Millie tries to forget a dark
secret, she hasn't yet realized how drastically those past experiences will impact the coming days. For most of Millie's life,
being free felt about as unlikely as the mountains moving. But she's about to discover that sometimes in life, we are given
second chances, and that the only thing bigger than her past ... is her future.
Genre: Fiction
ISBN: 9780781404259
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Fiction
Date Added: May 7, 2018

Where was God on September 11?
John Blanchard, Peter Naylor

Evangelical Press (2002)

Summary: 
In this evangelistic booklet, John Blanchard deals with the difficult question of pain and suffering, before delivering a serious
"wake-up call" to unbelievers. "Where Was God on September 11?" is designed to be given to those who consider
themselves atheists, agnostics, or unbelievers and to challenge their views.
ISBN: 9780852345085
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: October 9, 2018

Winter with God
T. W. S. Hunt

BroadStreet Publishing (November 1, 2016)

Summary: 



This 40-day devotional deals as much with God's absence as His presence, for it is about the spiritual season of winter--a
time when the light of faith has dimmed and the warmth of love has cooled. Written with a mystic's heart, a scholar's mind,
and a poet's pen, Winter with God is a profound meditation on the opportunities and challenges we face when our
relationship with God seems dormant, endangered, or simply one-sided. Suitable for both longtime pilgrims and the
newfound faithful (or faithless), this rich and compelling devotional about winter with God--a season through which every
soul must pass--shows how the hardest season to experience can also be the most rewarding to endure. Discover hope for
your spirit and strength for your soul.
Genre: Religion

ISBN: 9781424552986
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 12, 2018
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Summary: 
This 40-day devotional deals as much with God's absence as His presence, for it is about the spiritual season of winter--a
time when the light of faith has dimmed and the warmth of love has cooled. Written with a mystic's heart, a scholar's mind,
and a poet's pen, Winter with God is a profound meditation on the opportunities and challenges we face when our
relationship with God seems dormant, endangered, or simply one-sided. Suitable for both longtime pilgrims and the
newfound faithful (or faithless), this rich and compelling devotional about winter with God--a season through which every
soul must pass--shows how the hardest season to experience can also be the most rewarding to endure. Discover hope for
your spirit and strength for your soul.
Genre: Religion
ISBN: 9781424552986
Reading Status: Unread
Date Added: June 12, 2018

WOW Heart Ministry for Authentic Women
Jodi Greenstreet

Jodi Greenstreet (September 1, 2014)

ISBN: 9780993801105
Reading Status: Unread
Category: Christian Walk/Lifestyle
Date Added: May 15, 2018


